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STANDING CHANGES

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
uubacrlptlons 63 00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
’
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was estsbllshed
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier wa* estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
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If you would win a man to your
— cause first convince him that you
••• are his sincere friend.—Abraham
Lincoln.
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ONE YEAR AGO
From the tiles oi The Courier-Ga
zette we learn that—
Loring O. Chandler of New
Oloucester was named scout execu
tive for this section.
Union's new High School building
was dedicated. Herbert L. Grinnell,
first selectman, presiding over the
exercises.
William L. Benner, 76, a long-time
employe of the W. H. Glover Co., died
In Union. He was a resident of Rock
land
Albert F. Achorn, formerly of Rock
land. who had been express agent In
Camden 32 years, was retired on a
pension.

COMMUNH Y CHEST
Previously reported ............... $1.000 01
Mrs. Janies Dononue ............. 5.00
A Friend .................................. 5.00
Adrlel U. Bird ....................
25.00

Total to date ...................... $1,035.01
Life, it seems, can't be played like
a game of solitaire —Charles Divine.

THE LIFE SAVER
RESTAURANT
AND LUNCHEONETTE
WARREN, ME.

Open Weekends
Until Nov. 1
25c
50c

CHICKEN BARBECUE,
CHICKEN DINNER.

«*
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The standing in the Century of
Progress contest changed consider
ably with Friday’s count, Tom Pie
trosky forging Into the lead with
Ralph Rawley slipping back Into
fourth place. Miss Breen advanced
to second place and Norma Seavey
is now in third. Sidney Harden.
Donna deRochemont and Doris Caven are still very much in the run
ning and are liable to pull up anytime.
There is only one more week to go
in the contest and 10 o'clock on next
Saturday night is the deadline for
turning In votes and the winners will
be announced as soon afterwards as
the count can be completed. How
ever any person having votes that
they obtained in the last minutes
before the stores closed may deposit
them with the contest managers at
Perry's market and receive credit
until 10.30 o'clock
The votes will be counted at Perry's
Market on the last night of the con
test and the standing will be posted
inside the store and on the windows
as the votes are counted.
Watch Tuesday's paper for an an
nouncement of Interest to all of the
contestants.
The standing:
Tom Pietrosky _____________ 14,158
Elizabeth Breen ...................... 14,107
Norma Seavey .........
13,771
Ralph Rawley ...... . ........„...... 12.964
Sidney Harden ......... _........... 9,213
Doris Caven ..... _...... . .......... 8,647
Donna deRochemont ............ 7,884
William Cross ........................ 7,195
Edward Hayes, Jr.................... 6,453
Kelsey Benner ...................... 6,335
Judson Howard ...................... 5,862
j Robert Hall ........................... 5.825
Elinor Spear ....... „..................
5.609
Mary Dodge ............................ 5,089
Henry Marr ..._....................... 3587
Sam Beverage ............._......... 2,388
M Antilla ............................... 1,504
Bernard Nelson ......... _______ 1,497
Leroy Stickney ........................
1,451
H. Roblshaw . .................
1,318
B. Thompson .........................
1,001

WELL, FOLKS!
HERE YEW AIR!
Unkle Abner tz giving a good
Faxhun Harvest Shin Jlgg tn th'
Town Hall. Rock VIII, TUESDAY
NITE, OCTOBER 10. with
STAN WALSH an' his ORKESTRA
Dance fnim 8 Till th' Cork Crowu
if yew wanter

Prizzes fer Everybaddy
120* It

LADIES’ DAY

FOOTBALL
Sunday, October 8—Community Park
ROCKLAND SHELLS
vs.
WESTBROOK BLUE WEAVERS
Admission 35c.

All High School Students 25c

LADIES FREE WITH ESCORTS HOLDING TICKETS

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, October 7, 1933

A JUROR'S ILLNESS

HIGH SCHOOL DRESSES

Results In Mistrial of Case

Camden Students Among Those Who
Have Modeled Suitable Ones

MILES RESIGNS

BREEZEMERE

Convenience

Saturday Nights

Our Safe Deposit Departments

are equipped with

Ample Coupon and Consultation Rooms
NO WAITING

‘

NO CONFUSION

ABSOLUTE PRIVACY
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES ARE AVAILABLE AT
Our Offices in

ROCKLAND - CAMDEN - VINALHAVEN

KNOX COUNTY TRUST
COMPANY

QUAKER STAGES BUS
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
(Special) Leaves Rockland Dally 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
lOaSAcTtf

HOW WALKER STANDS

MAINE RUM PROBLEM

the Universalist Church—
But Would Stand—A ConProhibition Before SeptemEighteen High School girls in j
Dover,
Camc
’
en,
and
Guilford
re-1
"The
Achievement"
ton Tax Collector
servative Letter
ber, 1934, They Say
cently modeled in dresses suitable j
for
school,
for
social
activities,
and
The rffst course in accredited Bible , Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Whether thc Legislature meets
Illness of a Juror hearing the case
the out of doors reports Helen
study in this city has been underit has come to pass that the writer next week or ln November or when
of State against Robert McDuffie, Spaulding, clothing specialist for the
taken by Rev. George H Welch at is frequently quest.'oned concerning and if it passes a resubmission re
tax collector at Stonington for the Extension Service.
The common
i the Universalist church school, and rumors that he Ls a candidate for
fault
of
nearly
everyone,
she
said
year 1930. 1931 and 1932, charged with
is already attracting no .small)inter-j mayor of the cltv of Rockland. It solve Maine cannot vote on the Issue
the misappropriation of $3500 of the was their failure lo stand “tall."
est, with probably other of the local seems fitting, therefore, that I make of State prohibition before Septem
Quoting Miss Spaulding she said.
churches falling in line
my position in the matter plain. I ber 1934
town's tax money, resulted In a mo
"The High School girl who selects
The course is called "The Achieve- do not seek the nomination but might
This is due to Article 37 of the
tion for a mistrial being granted in her shoes carefully, choosing those
ment of the Master." by H R. Pur- j be termed a receptive candidate,
Hancock County Superior court with rather low broad heels, roomy inton, professor of Biblical Lltera- j Any man who puts himself forward Constitution, which Is thc 16th
toes shaped so that the great toe
Tuesday.
ture and Religion, formerly of Bates as the saviour of the city in this amendment to that document, by the
College, and Sadie Brackett Costello, emergency should be very sure, not people of Maine. It was submitted to
The Juror taken ill was Lewis Bow is not bent at an angle with the rest
Other courses to be taken are "Th‘‘ only of hLs qualifications, but of his tbe voters by the Legislature of 1913,
den of Bar Harbor. He was stricken of the foot has taken the first step [
Literature of the Old Testament". ] ability to stand the gaff.
Monday night and was rushed to toward graceful carriage. 8he has ■
comfortable
flexible
feet.
She
needs
"The Achievement of Isral" and As a Job the mayoralty will not and adopted by the voters of (be
the Mt Desert Island hospital where
next
to
see
that
her
chest
is
kept
“The Literature of the New Testa- j attract any man big enough for' it. State ln September of that year, be
he was operated upon for relief of
high and her shoulders down and
ment”, all by Prof. Purinton. Each I The salary which a man could accept coming a part of thc Constitution on
appendicitis.
course requires one period per week 1 in these times certainly would not ex- March 31. 1915. It provides.
At th eopening of court Tuesday flat. She can train herself to this
posture
by
walking
with
a
book
on
for at least the length of time of the cite the cupidity of anyone qualified
morning H. L. Graham of Bar Har her head five minutes each day.
"The legislature, whenever f.woHigh School year. The period is 40 I
bor, who with C. J- Hurley of Ells
"An easy exercise to emphasize the i An Augusts Associated Press de minutes.
thlrds of both houses shall deem i*.
worth, represented McDuffie, moved correct relation of chest ar.d shoul
necessary, may propose amendment*
Each course satisfactorily comfor a mistrial on the ground that ders to the rest of the body also spatch announces the resignation of
to this constitution, and. when any
the case should be heard by 12 men strengthens the muscles of chest and I Adelbert L. Miles, as recorder of pleted grants the student one fourth
amendment shall be so agreed upon,
and Justice Hudson granted the mo shoulders. It consists of lying flat j Rnckland Municipal Court—as had of a credit, the four courses meaning
a resolution shall be passed and
tion. The respondent was released on the floor with the hollow In thc j already been stated In Thc Courier- | one whole credit which may or may
sent to the selectmen of (be several
on bail and the case will come up back as near to touching the floor as Gazette The despatch says that Mr. not be used for credits in High School
towns, and the assessors of the
J Such credits are accepted for college
for trial later.
i
Miles
gave
no
reason
for
resigning,
possible and with the chest expanded.
several plantations, empowering and
George Noyes, first selectman of The arms are at the sides. After but It was done for the obvious rea- ; entrance credits In Maine colleges.
directing them to notify the inhabi
Stonington, brought out In his testi assuming this position, bring thc json that he and his family are now Control over these courses is vested
tants of their respective towns and
mony Monday when questioned by right arm up and over until It ex j located in Portland. It has been '. in a State Board of Control, this
plantations In the manner prescribed
board making out the examination
County Attorney Clarke as to tax
straight out beyond the head. jquite generally considered that questions and passing upon the re
by law at the next biennial meetings
matter, that it was in February tends
Alternate this with the left arm. the
in the month of September or to
when he first noticed irregularity in arms passing each other when ex Recorder Miles' successor would be sults. Such examinations are given
meet in the manner prescribed by
1933, that at that time they were tended upward at right angles to Ensign Otis, who was a candidate for ■ twice a year, the last Sunday in
law for calling and holding biennial
the Municipal judgeship when Z M January and the first Sunday of
getting ready to make an annual re
elections of senators and representa
, Dwlnal was appointed to that posi June.
port, and it was necessary to make the trunk."
tives. on the second Monday ln Sep
tion.
j "The Achievement of the Master"
a balance sheet to find out how many
THE EASTERN'S PLANS
tember following the passage of said
; follows mainly the Gospel of Mark
outstanding taxes
there
were.
resolve to give their votes on the
Noyes said that, when he questioned Steamer Belfast Will Make Last STANDISH PERRY OF CAMDEN and centers around the question
question whether such amendments
"What did Jesus do that has given
McOuffie he said there was $2500
Trip Oct. 28—Comes Then the Erteitained
shall be made; and if it shall appear
Rockland
Rolarians , him such a lofty position in the
for 1932 and $800 for J931. Noyes
Cornish
that a majority of thc inhabitants
With a Story of His Travels 1 world? In what' way has he made 1
terrified he said "Ybu must have
voting on the question are tn favor
j the world better?" This considcraAbroad
quite a lot on money on hand, seven
The three-trlps-a-week passenger
of such amendment, It shall become
’ tion of the noblest character that I
or eight thousand dollars" and that and freight service on the Boston
a part of tbe constitution."
Standish Perry of the Camden {has ever appeared in the course of!
McGuffie said “I have a consider- and Bangor division of the Eastern
Previous to tbe adoption of this
i able amount but have not figured It. Steamship Lines will end for the I Rotary had right of wav a', yester human history is the best means J
amendment the constitution provided
' as yet." This resulted in an Inves- season of 1933, Oct. 28. with the sail day's weekly luncheon entertainment known to teachers of instilling high
that all amendments should be voted
' tlgation. a state auditor from Augusta ing from this port for Boston of the period of the Rockland Club, into ideals into the minds of youth.
Members of the Universalist l. a. Walker will be a Mayoralty upon at the annual election ln Sep
I making an audit of the town books steamer Belfast which has been per which he packed a story of foreign
travel whose details might well have church school engaged in this course ] randidate if the voters wish him to tember. This provbion held, even
The contention of the defense, as
after Maine went onto the system
| outlined by Attorney Hurley, ls that forming this service since the summer been lengthened beyond the official are: Marlon Harvie. Eleanor John
ended.
of biennial elections in the early
half-hour and held his listeners son. Margaret McMillan. Muriel Me“
—
no shortage existed in the town's tax schedule
The winter freight schedule on the
collections but that if there was a division will go into effect, Oct 30 equally interested. Mr. Perry's nar- Phee. Vieno Kangas, Ruth Pike.; t0 manage the city's affairs. With eighties, so that amendments have
shortage It was the hesult of errors with the sailing from Boston of 1 rative dealt more particularly with . Shlrely Stanley. Jane Welch. William the city insolvent; with a staggering always been passed upon ln SeptemI the visit made by himself and family Cross. Kenneth Morgan, Arthur Jor- ; debt in addition to a bonded debt up hert.
in bookkeeping.
the steam freighter Cornish, which to the romantic regions of Italy, in dan,
There are some who hold that in
Raymond
Jordan.
Albert to the legal limit; with an unemploy
will make two trips a week, leaving which were encountered its chief Levensaler, Edward Peaslee Jr., Myles ment and relief situation unprece this instance article 37 will not
GOING TO CHINA
Boston Mondays and Thursdays and cities, as well as Mussolini, with a Sawyer. Walter Dimick and Oscar dented In its seriousness: wilth a prevail, as the question will not be
| sailing from Rockland Wednesdays note of home color thrown In by Marsh
need for original leadership in city one of amending the constitution but
Eugene Rich of Camden To and Saturdays. The Cornish will ar Dave Buflum, the vice consul at
industrial and business development, of abrogating a provision of the docu
rive here Tuesday and Fridays, and Palermo and Capt. Charles Kalloch
the mayoralty ls a challenge to the ment. In the man however, those
SUPT. LORD NAMED
Be Associated With Im sailing the following forenoon.
whore headquarters are at Genoa.
best in its manhood and woman- who have given consideration to the
The steamer Belfast had a big
With an eve for color and romance,
-----I hood but it is not a sinecure to any- question hold that any resolution
porting House
freight on her arrival from Boston and a sense of humor In the difficult Camden Man on National one. Neither is it likely to become changing the constitution must be in
Tuesday, and carried a good freight task of sight-seeing which finds Its
the nature of an amendment and,
a political opportunity.
Committee Which Will
Eugene Rich, one of Camden's best and a number of passengers on her. demonstration in uttered speech,
Whoever accepts this challenge and so. come under this provision of it.
This being the (correct view it will
Mr. Perry is an entertaining chap,
known young men, expects to leave return trip in the afternoon.
Finance Public Education receives the call of thc people to be more than a year, even though
and his narrative of ocean voyaging
with his family the first of the year
leadership must face the likelihood
NOTABLE MUSIC EVENT
and things encountered in the varied
the 18th.. amendment to the Fed
for Hong Kong, China where they
d.,,1 rthat In the end
he wi"
rejected
Paul C. Stetson superintendent of .
tv>n mooaneo
ciioaa«*
channels of travel ashore gave to
eral constitution be repealed the
will make their home.
it_.ii____ .it__ i_ i
by
them
for
the
measure
of
success
Adelbert Wells Sprague, president his listeners yesterday much pleas
present fall, before Maine could
Mr Rich, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walthieves 1 am UndCT nO
which they; Interpreted through
illusions In the matter This is a possibly do away with State con
, ter J. Rich of New York, has for a J of the Eastern Maine Festival As ure.
lntendence
of
the
National
Education
a
salvo
of
applause
and
many
per

sociation. has announced that the
•acrlflcial service, in all probability, stitutional prohibition, should she
| number ol years supervised Richmont Don Cossack Russian Male Chorus sonal expressions oi appreciation.
Association, announced at Associa if successful. A man might win desire to do so. This, because, even
! Farm on the Hope road. He has dis- j is to be presented at the Bangor
tion headquarters that Charles E
though Legislature meet in November
j posed of his interests and will be ' auditorium Wednesday evening, Oct.
Lord superintendent of schools in 1 political advancement ln It by selling and submit a resolution repealing
ROBADOR IS SOLD
out
to
soft
and
easy
ways
of
ad

associated with a long established 25. Not since the Cleveland Sym
Camden, has been appointed a mem- !
article 26 of the State constitution,
and importing house in Hong Kong phony Orchestra was presented in
ber of a national committee on fi- „ministration and passing on the which ls that of prohibition, and the
7
^*v
h^n is people ln September 1934 vote to do
| Mrs. Rich was formerly Miss Fran- concert in that city has a more no I Robert Law Yacht Now tbe nancing public education This com- P'rbh
mittee will meet and report at the L™' ’ure' L "?lght “V z? .V h
i ces Flanagan of this city. They have table musical event been booked for
Property of E. L. Cord, i Plnvnlnv,,!
Cleveland convention
of4 41the Depart1th<* UHUUUUlfU
undoub,ed I1UI1UI
honor BIIU
and Ud»»«nction so, there are certain formalities
4 I„
-4
Sone daughter. Patricia.
i Cleveland convention
of thc Depart■ . .
H
„„
Maine. Many Rockland music lovers
mpnt
rtf
n,inrtpirttAn/GirtrtA
i
?_
k
oz
being
chosen
to
lead
in an hour which must be gone through before
Auto
Manufacturer
ment of Superintendence, Feb. 24are already planning to attend and
of
the
city's
desparate
need
And the change is effected.
The purchase of the palatial 184- March 1. 1934
hear this chorus which has been a
Even then. Maine might not be
FREED BY INSANITY
this
challenge
has
called
many
a
The appointment of this committee
sensation In the musical world. foot German-built pleasure yacht
free from prohibition It might still
strong
man
to
battle
at
personal
loss
an important item in a fundamcnstatutory prohibition, for do
A directed verdict of “not guilty They came to this country first in formerly owned by James A. Talbot, is
Ul"reo7g7nS‘-fo?of UtZ ronrentton I “d, *“ff*ring'„ 1 am„ n°l insensib!e have
ing away with the constitutional
! by reason of insanity" freed Norman 1930-31, filling 38 engagements in convicted former Richfield Oil Com
1
to
this
incentive
which
means
so
! Moore, former carnival wrestler, of 42 days including repeated perfor pany executive, by E. L Cord, mil j plan followed by the educational much to any man who is conscious provision would In no wise abrogate
j an arson charge resulting from a mances in New York.
lionaire automobile manufacturer and leaders in their national professional of strength and fired by ambition. the statutes now in existence which
$1,500,000 fire In Ellsworth lagt May 7.
airplane line operator, was revealed i organization for many years. The
In referring to the emergency prohibit the manufacture and sale
change was made to extend greater
Superior Court Judge Hudson signed
in news dispatches from New York,
STRAND THEATRE
which exists, I am not even reflect of intoxicating liquors. They would
responsibility
to
Individual
members
still be ln force and would remain
an order committing Moore to the
j The yacht Robador was built in
in thc Department's attempt to plan ing upon the present administration.
state hospital at Bangor.
Ann Harding and William Powell 11929 to Talbot's order ln Germany more effectively for meeting the I doubt the right of anyone to hurl so until repealed by the legislature.
It would be possible for the Leg
accilsatlonsi In that direction who
come Monday with a notable sup and was fitted out ln such luxurious current crisis ln education.
islature, in its special session, to pro
has
not.
himself
held
the
office
and
porting cast in “Double Harness" A j manner that it was known as the last
Seven such committees have been
spicy ultra-modern comedydrama. word in pleasure craft. The yacht appointed by President Stei.’on made a record from which he may pose a resubmission resolve and also
enact laws for thc control of the
“
Double
Harness"
presents
Miss
nocupied
a
central
position
in
Tal

These groups will give their atten Justly and fearlessly make his attack. liquor traffic, which ln themselves,
Ocean View Ball Room
We
have
Inherited
a
system
of
debt,
Harding
as
a
Twentieth
Century
bots
trial
which
resulted
ln
his
con

tion respectively to problems of
Music by
maiden who believes marriage must viction last year and his sentence to teacher training, a comprehensive and buck passing which can not be would repeal the existing liquor laws,
to become operative in the event that
Eddie Whalen’s
be approached in a practical manner. 'San Quentin.
program of public education, financ laid at the door of any administration the repeal resolution was approved
But
it
must
be
broken
by
someone
Consequently
she
arranges
a
ruse
to
PRIVATEERS
The Robador. purchased after Tal ing the schools, education for the new
by the voters.
engulf Powell, man-about-town. Into bot s downfall by the late Robert Law, America, public education and public who has the courage to do It and who This raises another question:
116Th-S-tf
cares
more
for
his
great
design
than
I the sea of matrimony. The wedding i'"
chairman of the board of the Barns- welfare, a national outlook on edu
Aow would the referendum apply to
' bells ring out, but when the de dall Corporation, has been on thc At cation. and the Interpretation of thc for a possible political future, I
should prefer to support such a such a law? Would It. be necessary
bonair groom learns he was tricked lantic coast for the past year and schools to the public.
candidate than to be the victim my to evoke It within 90 davs after the
Into marrying the girl, complications recently ln Florida. The sale was ar
self, but I am in the hands of my special session adjourned, or could
ensue, endangering their individual
the referendum be evoked after thc
HOSPITAL FUNDS
friends.
happiness and inspiring Miss Hard ranged through a Los Angeles yacht
AT
broker and Cord will take pos
Whoever is called to tbe post of resubmission vote had been taken,
ing to new tricks to hold her man
duty and of danger, two things or would it have no application to
Except for a few scenes. Warren session of the yacht in Florida.
The craft is 184 feet. 6 inches long, The Total Increased $242 should be demanded: The tax rate such a law?—From the Lewiston
William, as the woman pursued auSince the Previous Report can not be increased and the city's Journal
J thor of best sellers ln the First develops 1100 horsepower and has a
credit must be restored. Along with
National comedy, "Goodbye Again.” cruising radius ol 7000 miles. It has
Was Made
SHAKESPEARE ON MONDAY
these and of paramount importance
showing Tuesday.
is never fully six staterooms, six bathrooms, a
are the pressing problems of immedi
j dressed from the beginning of the library, dining-room and a kitchen.
This is merely to emphasize the
A previous report of funds con- ate relief and of financing it through
picture to its side-splitting finale Twenty-three men arc required for
previous announcements that it Is
self
liquidating
channets.
its
crew.
tributed
to
the
Knox
County
General
|
Joan
Blondell
has
the
role
of
Anne
to the Music of
Thanking you Mr Editor, for this next Monday evening that Rockland
Cord's plans for operation of the Hospital, in the canvass being car
I in “Goodbye Again." Genevieve Tois to enjov at the High School audi
I bln is the languishing married col- craft were unknown, but. It Is believed ried on. showed an amount a trifle avenue of expression in your torium "The Merchant of Venice,"
| lege friend who is ready to leave her he might bring the yacht to Califor over $2400. In the brief time since esteemed paper. I am,
staged by a competent group of visit
Louis A. Walker.
genial husband for her old campus nia waters. During Law's ownership $242 additional has been received.
ing players. Tickets of admission
flame, now that he has become of the boat, the Robador was placed
are so small In price as to invite a
President Griffin announces the
famous.—adv.
under Panama registry, but it Ls be following total contributions from
CULLING OF COWS
thronged house—to pupils 40 cents
lieved Cord will transfer the registry
These tremendously popular Sat
and the public 66 cents. When
thc
various
towns
in
which
canvass
We talk a great deal about saving
Shakespeare comes to Rockland he
urday night dances will continue at time, but the fact we often over to New York.
The
Great
Increase
In
Their
The above article from the Los has been made. From towns ln the
should have our cordial recognition.
Breezemere until further notice.
look is that the only way to save time Angeles Times, will be read with county whose names are omitted
Slaughter Is Due To Eco
120*It
ls to use It when you have It.
much local Interest because of the there has not as yet any report been
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
nomic Conditions
fact that thc yacht had been in local received.
497T- waters. The odd name is a com Rockland ..............................$1597.55
A 36 percent increase in the slaugh Tf I had to live my life again 1 wmild
have made a rule to read some poetry
bination of Robert, the father, and
ter of cows and heifers under federal and
Rockport
...............................
3100
listen to aome music at least once
j Theodore, the youngest son.
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
Camden ............................... 117 00 Inspection In July compared with of
happiness.--Charles
Darwin.
Ash Point .............. . ..............
10.00 the same month a year ago indicates
PAYING THE HOSPITAL
that
improved
prices
to
dairy
men
Owl's Head At Crescent Beach
46 00
MY MOTHER’S BIBLE
i«nnimay he cxPect®d’ believes Richard F.
Some of us continue to be in debt Thomaston ........................... 147 00 ' Talbot' dairy specialist for the Ex- This book ls all that’s left me now.—
GRANGE HALL
Tears will unbidden start.—
to the Knox Hospital, meaning to St. George .............................
tension Service In a letter to Maine With
faltering lip and throbbing brow
Specialize en Chimes and French pay but finding ourselves short of Dark Harbor and Islesboro ....
25.00 county agents Talbot says in part;
I press It to my heart
Clocks
For many generations past
| money. Perhaps some of us have Vinalhavtn ........................... 272.50
"The
significant
thing
appears
to
All Work Guaranteed
ls our family tree;
vegetables that could be applied to North Haven ......................... 531.00 be that there is a very marked in MyHere
Afternoon and Evening
mother's hands this Bible clasped,
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse i the debt. The hospital can always Friendship
1.00
dication
of
heavy
slaughtering
of
She.
dying,
gave It me.
Sapper
Jeweler
' make use of tsuch articles and will Waldoboro 7"
2.00 cattle since May If this continues
Danrtng in the Evening of Old
Now Located at
Ah,
well
do
I
remember
those
be glad to credit them on a patient's Union .....
5600 at the rate of nearly a million ani
Whose names these records beat ;
and New Dances
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE bill at market prices.
Washington
mals
for
the
last
three
months
re

5.00
Who round the hearthstone used to close,
4(M Main Street
Rockland
119-121
After the evening prayer
South Thomaston
11.00 ported. It cannot help having a And
speak of what these pages said
marked
bearing
on
the
dairy
situa

Warren .....................
6 00
In tones my heart would thrill'
Miscellaneous ..........
165.00 tion. In view of milk production all Though they are with the silent dead,
over thc country the heavy slaugh Here are they living still!
BOSTON
The Shakespeare Players
DAILY TRIPS
Total to date ..........
$3139.05 tering of the right kind of cows is not My father read this holy book
of New York City
LYNN BURNERS
To brothers, sisters, dear;
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
Previously reported
Present
$2.897.0.', a bad omen for the dairy business." How
calm was my poor mother's look,
Figures on slanghter of cows and
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
Gain (lyrlng week .
. 242 00
Who loved God's word to hear!
WATER
SYSTEMS
heifers include both beef and dairy Her
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
angel face.—I see It yet!
animals hence It is Impossible to tell
What thronging memories come!
(Protect yourself with Railroad
We Also Sell the
how many dairy cows have been re Again that little group la met
Responsibility
FEATHER
MATTRESSES
moved. A report from the Bureau of Within the halls of home!
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
CLARION RANGE
Now is the time to have your feather Agricultural Economics. Washington, Thou truest friend man ever knew.
Chisholm
Bros.,
Hotel
Rockland,
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
Thy constancy I've tried;
Made in Maine
beds made over into Mattresses; also D C. Says
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
all were false. I found thee true.
Feather Beds and Pillows Renovated.
Poor pastures, short feed sup When
and B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
My counsellor and guide
If Interested drop postal to
plies. and relatively low prices of The mines of earth no treasures give
at Warren.
at 8.15 P. M.
That could this volume buy;
butter fat as compared with feed
A. F. IRELAND
me the way to live.
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
AdmLssion. Students 40c, Adults 66c
BOX 63
THOMASTON, MF. grains have probably stimulated InItteaching
TF.L.
55-5
TENANT'S
HARBOR
taught me how to die!
TEL. 92
99-tf
119-120
culling.' ”
Oeorge Perklna, Morris,
J18-120

Against Former Stoning

DANCE

For YOUR

STARTS NEW COURSE

Volume 88.................... Number 120

Accredited Bible Study At Does Not Seek Mayoralty, Cannot Vote on Issue of State

Dance On Tuesdays

EXCEPTIONAL
ACCOMMODATIONS

THREE CENTS A COPT

Eddie Whalen’s
Privateers

ST. GEORGE
GRANGE FAIR

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Wednesday, Oct. 11

FRIGIDAIRE

“THE MERCHANT
OF VENICE”
Monday, Oct. 9

Harold H. Hupper

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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NOTICINGj

WALDOBORO

SEES AN IMPROVEMENT

William C. Flint and William G
i Reed have been recent Portland
| visitors.
Optimistic View Of President Wyman As He Mails Divi
He giveth power to the faint: and
Are just in and will be on sale until we are ready to
Mr. ar.d Mrs. William Black, who
to them that have no might he in-1
dend To the Stockholders
passed the summer at their home here
plant
the first week in October.
Get your bulbs
creaseth strength—Is. 40:29.
have returned to Hammontown, N. J.
Have any of this paper's
now
if
you
want
the
kind
we
plant
ourselves.
readers, gifted with the
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Genthner of
When President Wyman of tire | cotton textile group and are just now
noticing faculty, noticed—
Nobleboro have been guests at the
WHEN Tilt GLASS BREAKS
feeling
the
lull
which
followed
the
g.
[ Central Maine recently sent to the
home of John W. Palmer.
rush of orders that came Just prior
Archibald S. Kaler has closed his
THAT another arcana in which stockholders the 108th consecutive to the approval of their codes. I
If we were going to humor our
house and will be at the Whitcomb
woman shines is in seeing that her dividend, he added the following in believe, however, that these, ln their
house for the winter.
ambition to the extent of setting up
turn, will soon begin to get much
husband occasionally equips himself teresting Information:
Mrs. Cora Sherman of Wiscasset
a new car. our first inquisition of the
more
business
than
they
did
before
,,
m
a fresh handkerchief.
has been passing a few days with Mrs.
salesman would bear reference to the ,
the
codes
were
adopted.
I Since your July dividend was
Eudora Miller.
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
During the past few months we
glass of it. “Is it”—such would be our
THAT however much a natural mailed the special election on the have heard quite a few people express
Gilbert Crowell has been in New
115-tf
query, with an air implying knowl modesty prevents your being a party 'initiated Excise Tax. was held,
Mrs. Russell Magna, president
York this week.
Its wonder as to what was going to be
general
of
the
National
D.A.R.,
edge of the automotive subject out of to getting "your name in the paper," j decisive defeat by a vote of nearly
Mrs. Charles Jesseman and Mrs.
come of the New England Public
all proportion to the fact—"is it you confess to yourself a secret pleas- J two to one, is one ot the bright spots Service Company now that it ls | will broadcast this evening at
Lizzie Smith have returned from
845, her subject being "Practi
Chicago, where they attended the
equipped with non-shatterable glass?”
in this fiist nine months of the year, t definitely disconnected from the
cal Patriotism.”
ure in seeing it there.
Exposition.
I Freedom from the additional ex- irifull organization. New England
And If his answer lay in the negative,
Miss Frances Crowell is visiting
._ .
. . ..
pendltures Involved by this tax. en- public Service Company has been inDr. Walter Damrosch has re
he would find it utterly useless to
relatives in Massachusetts.
THAT it seems to be the preroga- abies your company to gc ahead with dustriously developing its own situsumed
his
musical
appreciation
proceed further with his selling cam
Mrs. W. H. Crowell. Mrs. S H. Wes
tive of the boy to say the more or i good courage and provide for the ation during the last twelve months
broadcasts. They will continue
paign. Why is not every car fur less humorous things and for the girl I payment of other extraordinary ex- it is in a strong position financially, on alternate Fridays until May.
ton. Mrs. C B Stahl, Mrs J. T Gay.
OFFERS
nished with this protective form of to snicker at them, an inequality in penses which this trying period has having practically no debts, and owns
Mrs. L. T. Weston, Mrs. W. G. Labe,
and Mrs Kenneth Weston were in
Dr Burnham S. Walker, son
glass? Why are there not laws lay- L
whlch
emanclpatlon of wom. ' imposed on us
and controls a very large amount of
Damariscotta Wednesday and served
of L. A. Walker of this city, is
The National Recovery Act has valuable property. It has added a
ing compulsion upon manufacturers.^ thrQugh
instrumentallty of
in the Lincoln Home booth at the
broadcasting over statioi W'.A.AB
been going Into effect during the number of Influential men to its
to make use of it? True its use is I the ballot hasn't yet adjusted.
Fair.
Monday afternoon at 3.30, in the
past
three
months.
It
has
accomboard
of
directors,
and
some
valuable
increasing, but it should be made uni
interests of the Ro'-.ry Club.
At the annual meeting of the BapA Home Company and Local Investment
plished a great deal already in pro- men to its organization. It will con
* tist Ladies' Circle Mrs H P. Mason
versal. The thought of it seizes upon
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
THAT you've often wondered, if fiding more business for Industries j tinue to give aid and support to Its
The opening broadcast of the > was elected president, Mrs. Helen
you almost daily as you read the story you slipped up on the doctor's direc in increasing payrolls and providing operating companies whenever they
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
New York Philharmonic Orches ; Spear vice president, and Miss Helen
of accidents and the part played by tion to take the medicine before a more jobs. and. ln a general way. ne’ed it. I think you can rest assured
tra takes place tomorrow after I Jones secretary and treasurer. The
Free
From Normal Federal Income Tax
the shattered glass in bringing death imea, and you
u after what cheering up a lot of people who had that the affairs of your Company
noon from 3 to 5 |k m.. with
next meeting, Oct. 12, will be an allPar
Value
$100. Dividends payable quarterly,
been
discouraged
so
long
that
they
will
be
kept
in
hand
and
carefully
Bruno Waiter, distinguished Ger
day session.
to the passengers, or what is quite as really would happen to you.
had almost come to lose faith in ever managed.
man conductor, dirts ting. These
Capt. John Bradford, Stephen A.
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
bad, the cruel disfiguration which
«> «
seeing any turn of things for the
During these trying times the
broadcasts are gmong the finest
Jones, Capt. Willard Wade and Her
must be carried through life.
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
THAT the picture card sent years better. There are still a lot of doubts Company has been glad to assist its
things heard over the radio. ‘
man Kuhn attended the funeral serv
This stock, issued under the approval of the
ices of Fred Richardson at Friend
ago from Europe by a friend who expressed, a lot of people who are, customers by the extension of credit
ship Mr. Richardson, who died in
A number of newspapers are
MAKING IT UNANIMOUS
wished you were there, yesterday fell pessimistic about the Blue Eagle and which resulted in an abnormal inPublic
Utilities Commission is offered to investors
. . who go about asking whether the crease in accounts receivable. We diopping radio programs on the I Wollaston. Mass, was a former resi
out of another book, and you wanted , NRA wU1 sucreed or nol To my are busy effecting economies to make
giound that the radio is a direct
dent ot this town.
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Something of the spirit of coopera to destroy it, but couldn't seem to
< impctitor with them, both in the
Mrs. I. T Bailey was given a sur
mind, the NRA is succeeding. It 1s , room for tlie Federal 3% tax which
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
field of news and commercial ad
prise party at the home of Mrs. A.
tion in which the business houses of
4>
I stimulating business and the only has been shifted from the customer
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
vertising
L.
8horey
on
the
occasion
of
her
THAT the glory of theautumn foil-1 question is whether it can keep on to the Company. We hope very much
Rockland have pledged themselves to
birthday anniversary Members of
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
age around CamdenTurnpike is a succeeding as well as it already has. that this can be carried without askthe Kauswelikit Club were guests. Re
the support of the National Recovery
land, Maine.
sight to call a long distance for That depends on you and me and all. ing for any iuciease in rates, and
freshments were served, the place of
the'rest of the people in the United shall only do that as a last resort.
Act shows forth upon other pages of
honor being given to a large birth
! visitation.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
States.
All
of
us
together
can
make
|
While
we
have
had
a
very
large
inday cake. Bridge was enjoyed dur
this paper. It is an impressive
109-8-tf
<♦
it succeed or we can let it fail. I crease In output of kilowatt hours
ing the evening.
muster-roll of the patriotic citizens
THAT you kicked like a steer at believe that if we have any duty as duung the summer, this increase has
A miscellaneous shower was given
Mrs Oriana Barter Hilton, a recent
who have pledged themselves to a being laid off active work on account American citizens, it is to do our ut- been nearly all in low priced kilowatt
"The tumult and the shouting dies. bride. aU the home of Mrs. Verna
most to make this great move for the hcurs. sold at wholesale. Retail conloyal support of these policies which of years, but now you're accustomed National organization of business and sumption is just beginning to In- The Captains and the Kings depart,' Little Tuesday evening. Mrs. Hilton
to It you find you never were so com for better distribution ot agricultural crease.
wrote our former Wild Cat pupil in was the recipient ot many beautiful
have for their desired goal the busi
fortable before in all your life.
and manufacturing products, achieve
We are making a careful study of Elmer Allen's Chat. And Elmer digs ' gifts Sandwiches, cake and coffee
ness and social rehabilitation of the
an outstanding success.
Failure rates, seeking ways In which we can up "Town Talk" of 1886 and tells a were served. Those bidden were Mr
THAT when Shakespeare comes to ; means going back to the spectacle of encourage the retail customer to use waiting world the doings of other I and Mrs. Fred Teele, Mrs. Alice Simcountry. It makes a printed record
A fellow that can't get a thrill out of the World Series is lack
™ you
™ omit
....... to
— give . tarving people surrounded by ware- more electricity, to his advantage and days. About that animal of gigantic I mons. Mr and Mrs Henry Hilton. Mr.
that in later years will be referred to | a town like „„„
ours —
and
ing ■ omething. Any tram that has a pitcher like Hubbell has some
him nt 1m<i the nnJ met- vnn nvike houses bursting with food. and of to ours. Central Maine Power Com- proportions that was
roaming in and Mrs. Robert Coffin. Mr and Mrs
with justifiable pride.
thing to talk about. That's the way we feel about some of the cloth
people freezing to death with ample pany ls largely a cooperative business Turkey woods in 1888.That year l: Willis Ralph. Mr and Mrs Claud *
a great mistake.
supplies of clothing and fuel only Twenty thousand of
of the
the citizens
citizens of
of was
Houlton, where
animals of
ol 'Pitch. Mr and Mrs_Eaward Howell,
ing we sell—they cost something, but, gee, when you get them—
»£LS ln
in Houlton,
where animals
♦ <8
awaiting labor to make them avail- Maine
Maine own preferred stock in the giganticproportions were common
^na”d ^r'a^^Mri'MyronCha'e
CUTTING ACROSS LOTS
they wear and give satisfaction.
_____
THAT white hens appear to be able
Company and a great many of those moose, caribou, deer. bear. etc.
MEN'S FALL UNION SUITS—long sleeves, long legs
$1 00, -1.50
and Mrs. Ray Winc'nenbach.
The cotton textile was the first in- twenty thousand and their families I remember when a boy there was a
_____ , . .
«. growing in favor and you wonder if
BOYS’ FALL UNION SUITS—long sleeves, long legs ............. 75c
• ea
e
I
because white eggs bring a higher ’ dustry in the country to file its code are customers for the current which -care abcut a bear that several per-1 J?1; J** Mar'°rle Hi.ton. Elizabeth
MEN'S FALL SHIRTS AND DRAWERS ................... 75c, 98c, 51.50
Brown, Beulah Day. Hazel Creamer.
an urge to cut across lots. Largely
. v markets
under the NRA and consequently, the [ i? sells.
sons had seen, which turned out to Blanche Gross and Wilbur Hilton
BOYS' SHIRTS OR BLOUSES at ............................................... 75c
masculine, its greatest exercise is p
c *
first to feel the effects of the code
For the past month or so our earn- be a large Newfoundland dog. a dog and Richard Ralph.
These arc to our mind the best on the market. If you want
found among the juvenile, though the
* *
Large orders are being placed and in8> are running well ahead of the common ln those days,
to be satisfied, try these.
The Auction Club dined at the Au
mature mind on occasion yields to it
THAT the «ettln«
ot heated hay 1 many mlns are contracting for goods corresponding months of last year Of "Ino" the coach dog. this U the gusta House and saw Will Rogers on
BOYS’ SCHOOL PANTS—We arc selling lots of velvet cordu
roys there days. They wear like iron and look spiffy, 82.09, $2.50
ti
in its earlier davs was one ot 016 Pictures noted this which will keep them running full, and I think you will see a steady lm- dialogue between Frank Long and the screen at the Colonial Theatre
Others at .......................................... -................ $1.00, $1.25, $1.59
ere was a me
week on the Thomaston road
eighty hours per week, for the re- ■ provement in the 12 months state- the dog's owner Frank—"What's the Monday evening. Members attend
when our city's home places found
ZIPPER COATS for boys at ................. ....... -......... $2.98, $3.50, $5.00
mainder of the year.
menu as they become affected less dog's name. Willie?" Willie—“Ino." ing were Mrs. S R Weston, Mrs. W H
<$■
For men at ................................................................... $3.50, $5.00
themselves shut off from the wander
Most other industries filed their and less by the lean months In the Frank—"Well, if you know, why the Crowell. Mrs. V. B. Hagerman, Mrs.
THAT the funny old-fashioned
SWEATERS—for boys or men, from $1. to $5—according to quality
dickens donl you tell me.”
' w. C. Flint. Mrs H. R Smith. Mrs.
ing populace by fences, an excellent !
code considerably later than the I early part of 1933.
“spitting image.” as you used to hear
Sometimes we wish we could write out an "ad" that would tell
_________________ _____________
———I remember "Ino." but as I never 1 Annie Thompson, Miss Marcia Blaney
medium of protection and in many
it called, straightens itself out if you
you about the many things in our store we would like to explain to
PAMnCW
tair.ed by Mrs. Earl Benson at the hunted rabbits I did not know of and Miss Angela Perry.
cases not wanting in phases of archi
you. but that would take almost a page of the paper—and we are
—---------------look up "spit" in your dictionary.
UM1V1LJC.1N
home of Mrs J. S. Ranlett last Fri- that accomplishment.
tectural adornment. These in the
modes t—or perhaps Scotchmen.
Let us go back of 86 and see what1
PORT CLYDE
,
7 7*—, day. Sewing in the afternoon was
• »
flight of years have gradually been ’
the
X
o?
Mr
and
M«
^ank
M
fol:
°
wed
»
^er
supp
er.
was
doing
in
1883
The
summer
was
_____
THAT the improvement gradually
done away with. The beautifying of ,
very dry, wells all dried up. SeptemMiss Ruth Blodgett of Boston and
wrought in the appearance of Sea Tibbetts Mrs. French will arrive
ber 4. Dad's diary reads: Clear and Miss Anna Dillingham and brother
lawns growingly came into vogue and
STONINGTON
later
for
a
short
stay
in
town.
View Cemetery pays tribute to the
____
cooler, heavy frost last night, ground George Dillingham of Thomaston
along with it went a feeling ol neigh- j
Mrs. Sadie E. Woster is in Belmont.1 D Jewett Noyes and oa ugh ter Mrs. whUe lhu morning. Sabbath schools i spent Sunday with Fred Waldo. A
form of public spirit which has
borliness. which regarded the fence
guest of Mrs. Nathan Wellman.
brought that condition to pass.
Gordon MacKay have resumed Irom £[onl the “W** and tower Pam * Picnic dinner was served
as an implication that you wished to |
Mrs. E W Halford entertained the a trip to the World's Fair at Chi the town were present at a picnic
The Willing Workers sewing circle
Philathea Class Friday evening at
separate yourself from contact with
here today. Five ministers present— met ^th Mr and Mrs. Orris Hupper
RPll ITU CHIN A
|Mr.
and at
Mr.the
Folsom.
THAT you wonder if that ancient her home on Central street.
cago.
anju i n
Mrs Ambs.
Ambsprincipal
u matron
glrls.
.....
.
.
Revs Bicknell. Rockland. J. M. Kai- Tuesday evening.
fellow-citizens. Hign hatting. So
Miss Virginia Hutcninson has been lcch HJ,
and vlnal
West Indian sweet, the tamarind—
Miss
Sutherland
of
Eastport
has
Orion
Wadsworth
Is
in
Portland
on
I
Miss Helen Webber Is teaching dormitory and the former teachers
the fences were tom down. Now
p®4*a L‘i’Ldayji
“ .little folks had a good time, the big been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert school at Branch Mills.
you called it in the vernacular tam- a business trip.
^Jss MyrUe Huff of Sanford, and
something is needed to take their ,
Mrs
Vera
Stoddaro
at
Deer
Isle.
foUts
abo
.
Sutherland
Installation
of
Amity
Lodge.
FA
M
ereen—once popular as a table I
Miss Florence Plaisted is visiting Mlis Dorls ^deout
Auburn are
place. A public spirit, let us say.
* nowadays anywhere w
Oct. 12 at 7.45. John D Mitchell of
Mrs. Christine Haskell and son ; Sept. 10, No signs of rain as yet
Calvin Davis of Monhegan has been friends in Lynn. Mass.
back a*aln T*' freshman reception
wmeh shall regard the private found
Friendship, district deputy grand Melvin have moved to the home of we get most of our water from Capt visiting relatives here the past week
Mirs Alice Hunnewell ls visiting her T“e£da>' eve,n n«
largely at?end'
master. wiU be the installing officer her father Clifford Perry at Green Hays out of the cistern.
Ralph Kempton of Wakefield. cousin in Bangor.
grounds as a thing to be kept off. |
& &
ed'
Initiation was much enMegunticook
Grange
fair
Nov.
17-18
.
Head.
Sept.
11,
Overcast
again
tonight;
Mass
,
was
in
town
Monday.
Ralph Esancy is conveying the Jc>’ed b* tbe P^rent^ and frierxK
If the youth, through some process
THAT Nature herself has now taken
The Ladies' Farm Bureau met at
KIr ard Mrs josepji Eaton were has been a circle around the moon for | Mrs Alice Wall of Willardham
Saltines and ice cream were served
cf education, could be brought to over the much discussed problem of I M«liunticook
ROb'- S ni8htS ,AU S,gnS fail
“ dn >p^ar
aT^S^Xthe^SK.^ fO’:OtWddnbtsy Tho^aUe'S
practice this form of respect, in a rcadside benut;fvuur at which niece with xirt MKHrori QbpMzin in rharoP !e*1 Stoddard at the Reach.
Spell).
_
__ _
IF. Csarlc.
School
China students *ho are a tending
little while wed erow a Donulation I
DeautHjmg at wnicn P>ece
Mf# M1Wred h
ittle while wed grow a population (of publlc ornamenUUon
has
Dlnrer
scrved #t nQon
Sept. 12. Clear and warm all day., Mr* Laura Simmons entertained
James Coombs is building a new
Miss Alice Crossman of Lynn. Mass.1 ^kine this year are Florence
Light air easterly.
I the Baptist sewing circle Wednesday is visiting her brother Fred Crossman Fletcher Evelyn Bickford, sophothat would look upon the act of, re_t of skun endless miles
; Camden Lodge. K of P . will have driveway to his house,
Sept 13 to 18 gave rain and fog' Benjamin F. Sargent and Mr. and and family
I meres; Nellie Stewart, Eleanor Estrespass as a thing impossible to be I
J a harvest supper Oct. 16 at 630. enMrs. William Jones has moved to
day
Mis Benjamin Sargent Jr. of AmesMaster Morris Libby who is staying «wy; Fiederxk Parmenter and Wilcondoned.
THAT your shoes seemed to look ‘eruinment following life supper.
one of the houses owned by the North each
Sept. 22. Easterly and very smoky, bury. Mass., John Thompson of
liam Bickford, freshmen. Amy Aus.
...
. ■ ,
Mrs °race Anderson will be the Lubec Manufacturing and Canning
big fire on Mt. Desert, Bar Harbor Bronxville. N Y.. and Kenneth Lang- tervllle^an^'attending kindergarten" 'tin and Marian Jones are attending
j good enough until you sat in for a hostess to the Bethany class Tuesday q0 on the Clam City road.
THE WOMEN TO HELP
village on Are.
ley of Hampton Beach. N. H.. were spent the weekend at his home here. Oak Grove Seminary.
I professional shine, and then you con- evening at her home on Harden
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Gray arc r®"
Sept. 24. Dug my potatoes this guests over last weekend of Mr. and
avenue.
fess that they didn't.
Miss Arlene Fitzgerald spent the
Miss Ruth Thomas is returning to >ce,lvin« congratulations on the birth morning, very small.
Mrs. John Field.
The movement being set on foot to
weekend with her grandmother
WASHINGTON
• • , of dark-hued Saco toda>'' accompanied by her ,°fadaughterSundair...^
Sept
30.
Raining
this
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner visited Esancy.
incorporate in the active affairs of
THAT the flocks
Miss
Jean
Manning,
commercial
,
quite
a
quantlty
fell
,
n
the
night
.
go
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Benner ln Rock
cur local hospital a Womans Auxiliary i pigeons one time a familiar sight I*11 wfillpen? th^wnne? w^th^er 'h°
Attending Union Fair from this
artist and sign painter cf Augusta. tbe summer of 1883 was a dry sum- land last Saturday.
High School Notes
place were Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
we shall look to see meet with gener- ' Main street are no longer a feature | Parent-Teacher meeting at the was the guest of Miss Grace Faulk
Boze
Mrs.
Clara
F.
Clark
is
ln
MassaWashington High has reopened
.
„
.
.
Bumps
and
family,
Mrs.
Thomas
Ingham
last
week.
ous response. There can be nothing ! in that automative infested thorough- \ high school building Tuesday evening
chusetu and will spend the winter jaines,
Morris
Young.
Stanley with what appears to be a most
Carl Melin arrived home Monday i
at 730 o'clock.
there.
suggested of more immediate value fare.
FRIENDSHIP
Fletcher, Doris Esancy, N^r. and Mrs. promising year, with Bertrand Hey
from New York where he has been
Monday
and
Tuesday
at
Comique
Mr. and Mrs Horace Benner visited Howard Merrill and Mr. and Mrs
to the future of this indispensable
j Theatre: “Melody Cruise," featuring employed since early spring.
ward as principal and Miss Margue
adjunct to the public and private life
THAT when October comes round. Charles Ruggles and Greta Nissen;
Willard Gross and little sister! Mrs H L. Bossa is visiting rela- Mr and Mrs- Ed'^rd Jones in Wash- Ralph Esancy.
rite Lincoln, assistant.
lives
in
New
York
and
Boston.
j
ington
last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Bartlet* and
of this whole coast region, than an anniversary month of the old Maine I Wednesday and Thursday, “Mama Verna who have been ill, are both
The various classes have elected
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Allan Craven and friend of Boston Mr and Mrs. Ralph Esancy went to
interested group of women lending Festival, you recall how, inspired, you ,
Paba'
Charles Ruggles able to be out again.
as follows: Seniors—Prefci, Frank Wotton. t.he newly weds. They j-'Pent a few days recently at the Portsmouth, N. H., Wednesday to at- , officers
,
and
Mary
Borland.
to it the active cooperation of their each year sang under the baton of
i ar c to occupy Mrs. Delora Simmons' Fo'castle.
tend the double wedding of Miss dent' Frederick Light; vice president
The Lend-A-Hand Club wdll serve a
i tenement at Hatchet Cove.
j----------------rympathy and support. Such an William Rogers Chapman the music I baked bean supper at the Methodist
Clara Tobey to Howard Merrill and
.and
CLARK ISLAND
Juniors—
Mrs. Chester Hannon is in poor
SPRUCE HFAD
Auxiliary can confidently reckon of immortal composers, and you wish I vestry tonight, Saturday, from 5 to
her sister Muriel Tobey to Carleton Miss Louise Linscott.
_____
Giddings, later at'ending a reception President, Miss Lydia Austin; vice
Mrs. Harriett Milquest is caring health. Her mother Mrs. Julia Miller :
upon membership help from every those happy days might come again. I 7 o'clock.
j Miss Irene Rackliff is taking danc- given by the brides’ parents of Cross president, Miss Emma Light; secre
1 for Mrs. Stanley Carleson and young I is with her.
part of the county whose name the
Mrs R J. Condon is having a in„ iesrons
Camden
tary, Miss Arlene Mank; treasurer,
1
daughter
Nancy.
Hill.
ROCKVILLE
PIANO FOR WATTS HALL
rement floor laid in Uia litf.’e old red
°“
„
hospital carries and every citizen of
Sopho
S. M. Farnsworth of China Village Miss Marjorie Johnston.
_
j May Fuller, Frames Carleson, brick schoolhouse at Hatchet Cove.
®
r03
New
Haven.
mores—President, Miss Alma Orlnwhom its splendid staff and equip
threshed
127
bushels
of
fine
oats
for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J
F. Jaseph closed Fdith and Elsie Chaples and little Myron Neal is doing the work.
|Conn" have b<*‘n comjng here bV
Church Of St. John Baptist Sponsor
nell; secretary. Miss Hazel Hibbert;
ment are hourly set to serve. Let us
ing Entertainment To That End I th;ir summer home Porter Acres. [ Ruth Putansu all have whooping
The harvest supper served in the truck and returning with a load of Herbert Esancy last Tuesday,
cough
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and treasurer, Miss Velma Light. The
welcome the Woman's Auxiliary of
Wednesday morning and returned by
M E. vestry last Thursday was a herring from the Raymond Rackliff
Freshmen have not yet elected their
On Oct. 13 a reading and recital motor to Fitchburg, Mass. George
Mrs. William Ellis recently received , gi aat success both socially and weir. They loaded the truck on Wa- daughters Eleanor, Evelyn and class officers.
Knox County General Hospital and
terman's
Beach.
|
Charlene
were
callers
Sunday
at
Hall
accompanied
them
being
at
the
i
news
of
the
death
of
her
sister
Mrs.
will
be
given
in
Watts
hall.
Thomas

flnanclally.
Over
$20
was
realized
cast our hats in the air.
The sophomores held a very suc
____ ___
_____
Mrs. Milledge Randall and daugh- Lloyd Fitzgerald's.
from the supper.
Rev. A. _I. Oliver,
ton. under the direction of Adeline wheel, and will look for employment j Sidney Thompson of Spruce Head.
.
. I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall and from presiding elder, held services iri'Mildred are visiting Mrs. StanMiss Doris Esancy was a weekend cessful freshman reception, Sept. 18
Bushnell and sponsorship of the ln.rit<:hrUrfI D
WHO READS TROLLOPE?
Mrs. E H. Parry spent the day ____
(amuy
called on friends „„„
and rela- , the Church after the supper, followed leY Simmons.
_ ____
guest of Misses Charlene and Vivian Twelve were Initiated and a good time
Church of St. John Baptist, the chief
was enjoyed. The freshmen proved
with Mrs. Annie Webber j tjves at Tenfmts Harbor and Port1 bY a business meeting at which it j Mrs. Reid Pierson of Tenant's Har- Bumps.
features of which will be the reading j Wednesday
.
Rockland.
1 ciyt? Sunday and were also guests ' was decided to shingle the roof and J dor has been a recent guest of her
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Merrill spent to be good sports.
We are gratified to learn that the of "The Happy Prince,” by Miss'
After passing the summer in South of Pred ‘ Uwen and
Dick of Paint the church.
rister Mrs. Louise Burton.
J Thursday and Friday with Mr- and
W. H. S. expresses its gratitude to
distinguished French writer, Hilaire Bushnell; also a reading by Miss Hope on the Ernest Howard farm I Thomaston
Dwight Wotton is on a trip in the
Mrs. Clarence Carr was last week- Mrs. Ralph Esancy.
Mr Light, Mr. Overlock, Mrs. WorthFlorence
Dean.
Belloc, pays tribute to that English
Clinton Young has decided to remain ; Mr and Mrs
But,
North Star with Capt. Dodge.
end guest of Mrs. Charles Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy of South irtg and Mr. Maddocks for co-operat
An unique feature connected with or th-e winter also and has moved gues.- of Mr and Mrs
D
writer of the Victorian period,
Mrs. Carrie H. Morse of Damari
Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained at Hope spent Tuesday with his brother ing so heartily with them at the
this recital is that in Order to pro there hrs; household bc.ongmgs
and
IdmU
last
gund
scotta was a recent guest of Mrs. A dinner Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Charles Herbert Esancy and family.
Anthony Trollope, in whom, he says, cure a proper piano for concerts in
freshman reception.
Mrs. Charles A. Sherer of Chicago i Clyde
is summed up "the picture of that Thomaston, and finding much en and her sister Miss Agnes Smith of | Burge Rock Haven u ]oad,ng pay_ E. Wotton.
McKellar and Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Mrs- Eva McKee accompanied a
The school ls planning a minstrel
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Brow was , McKellar ot Warren. The party was j party of friends from Waterville, who
England which once was and of which thusiasm over the possibility of se Fitchburg. Mi's., were weekend
ln Portland on business last. Satur- I in observance of Charles McKellar's are attending the World's Fair, to show or revue, the date and special
ing
from
John
Meehan
&
Sons.
features of which will be announced
men of my age can remember the curing one, the Church of St. John guests of Mr. and Mrs. D A. Sherer
Mrs. Jessie Williams of Clark day.
birthday. Mrs. Willard Boggs of Chicago and Gary. Ind. Mrs. McKee later.
ttill rigorous end." We will hazard a Baptist is turning half the net pro and Mr and Mrs. Cecil Rhodes of I'land and Mrs. Betts called on Mrs | Capt Orrin Burns and Roy Carter
Mass., was also a guest
1 wil1 be 8uest °f her husband W. G.
ceeds toward such an instrument an Rockport were Saturday night supper Charles Butler Wednesday.
s are able to be out after recovering Marlboro,
The basketball season will soon be
guess that only a limited number of ticipating that later productions guests.
Much sympathy ls extended to the McKee and'daughter Mrs. Clarence
from
the
shock
and
burns
they
re

at hand. W. H. S. hopes to have a
the readers of this paper have given in Watts hall will contribute
family
of
Mrs.
Sidney
Thompson
I
Esancy
at
Gary,
Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Patridge have
ceived by the explosion of the engine
| team again this year. However, one
APPLETON RIDGE
acquaintance with the Trollope toward this common need. Tickets moved their furniture to Whitinsville.
on the smack on which they were whose death occurred Tuesday morn- ) Mrs Jessie Southard and son | great handicap at present ls ln secur
Ing after an illness of only a few Charles Jr. of Orono spent the week
novels, long outmoded; but Mr. at a very moderate price will be on Mass., where they will reside. Starr’s
about
to
sail
some
three
weeks
ago.
••
ing a suitable place for practice.
Dr. and Mrs. M C* Stephenson and
end with her mother Mrs. McKee.
truck transfered the household ef
Capt. Perley Lawry of Portland days.
Belloc adds his opinion to that of sale at MacDortald's Drug Store and fects.
daughter
of
Union
were
callers
Sun■
Mrs.
Herbert
Esancy
attended
the
visited his mother Mrs. Charlena
others competent to judge, that for a other points to be announced later.
HILLS OF EASTERN MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. William Eells 0{ j day at Leroy Moody's.
Farm Bureau at China Village last
Lawry last week.
SENNEBEC
Mrs. Helen Esancy Paul and two
Fitchburg.
Mass.,
spent
the
weekend
true picture of the time in which the
When
the harvest moon ls shining.
week
Friday.
,
Miss
Margaret
Childs
A BIG CODFISH
On the hills of Eastern Maine,
children were guests Wednesday for
with Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman.
was
present.
novels are cast he ls the one writer
Success
is
the
result
of
a
mental
,
Gladys
Hemenwav
was
at
Gladys
I
A
P
j
«.
,
And
the
s|lver stars are twinkling,
Mrs. Fannie Brewster is at Holi the day at Stanleys.
rl alti- Bean's last Saturday
J
Eleanor Esancy and her school
As the locusts cry for rain.
Mrs Nina Hart who has been with I n,d‘U^i1
«fht,mental
whose works are most to be depended Curtis M. Saulsbury, noted negro day Beach the guest of Mr. and Mrr
Saturday
friend
Florence
Fletcher
were
over-r riai.Tht/»r
Mrc
PI,.^ _____
upon. After a period of partial singer will be at the First Baptist A 1|. fl'.ood.
Wendell at^nUX* auX^ffi
^.rsts °£ Manor's sister Mrs.
her
daughter Mrs.
Clyde
Luce in itude Wl11 brins success in everything
When the day's hard tasks are ended.
you undertake. — Oliver
And I seek for rest ln vain,
Miss Castera Cushman has been Oakland for several weeks ha< reeclipse Anthony Trollope, they tell us, Church at*7.15 Tuesday evening. His
Then I dream of lakes and rivers,
1
Saturday
Lloyd
Fitzgerald.
turned
home.
Holmes.
Ls resumine his Diace as a master of renditlon ot negro spirituals and | fpendjng a few days with her sister
And the hills of Eastern Maine
't
™
m , .^ sacred songs is a delight to lovers of Mrs ThPrese Millett iniRockland.
Fred Simmons. Carl Heath and
Mrs Ra,ph Esancy and Mrs C’‘ara
Osborne Sprague of Arlington,
Where a gentle breeze ls blowing.
i English fiction This should Invite mUsic. Some of his numbers will be:
Miss Mabsl Oxton ha- returned Mass., is the guest of Elmer and
Leroy Hemenway were in Appleton Tcb?y were afternoon cahers on Mrs.
And the songbirds still remain.
I Emilie Brown one day last week.
the newer readers of today, and send I "In my heart," Boatner; "Balm of home aft<>r nursing f0r several w?eks I Azuba Sprague also visiting other 1855
1933 last Saturday shoeing horses
And the sweet fern waves a welcome,
Congratulations are extended to |
and
Ar^hur Snow and
From a farm way down In Maine.
■ back to their consideration those of Gilead," Burleigh; "A little talk with
Mrs Henry Clukey of Rockland. i friends andrelatives.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob'.e Robbins on the child were guests Sunday of her
Jesus,"
Johnson;
“
Peter
go
ring
them
|
Mr
and
Mrs.
Walter
Smith
of
j
Lizzie
Fuller
was
calling
on
some
! us who recall the satisfaction we took bells," Johnson and "My way is Augusta and Mr. and Mrs. Horae? j of her neighbors Monday afternoon
O the happy days of childhood!
birth of a daughter Adelia Fern.
: fathPr Herbert Hall.
Waldoboro, Me.
Spent among the hills of Maine.
! out of his stories in the early years of cloudy," Burleigh. The public Ls in- 1 Vos? of Thomaston were guests Wed- Miss Fuller has been in poor health
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bagley, son ) Erskine Academy opened Sept. 14
Where the purling streams were flow
ing,
l,their vogue. They can be had at our vlted, and an offering will be taken . ne-day of Mr. and Mrs. J. S Ranlett. for some time past and it was good Artistic Memorials in Stone and son-in-law were at Sennebec with 17 freshmen and a total enrollAnd the beechnuts fell like rain.
‘ment of 72. The new teachers are
1 The V.F.W. auxiliary was enter- to sec her out again.
for the singer.
-------------------------------- IS&X cottage last Saturday.
—John M. Kelley ln Kennebec journal
Public Library.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

"ON MY SET”

OUR DAFFODIL BULBS

r

Daffodils in variety
Madonna Lilies

Narcissus in variety
Mixed Tulips

SILSBY’S

Q

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

Tenants Harbor Days

AYERS

WILLIS AYER

♦♦
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Every-Other-Day
American Legion Auxiliary meets The Belief Committee of the ConMonday night for the purpose of gregational Church will hold its first
electing officers.
j all day meeting next Wednesday.
------[ Luncheon will be served at cover
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Fales Circle. Ladies of the O.AR., charge.
Oct. 7—Knox Pomona meets with
Ocean View Grange at Martinsville
1 meets Wednesday afternoon for busi- j
------9— The
Merchant of Venice" at ness only wlth Mrs- Bernice Jack'! That roller skating was not sum-j
hiOct.
h School
auditorium.
Oct. io—Joint installation Knox Lodge son. 8 Hall street.
mer-killed was abundantly proved at j
and Miriam Rebekahs at I. O. O. F. hall ;
--------(the Spanish Villa rink last night,
Oct. 10‘\22Z?iaremont*a Commandery's[Little Gwendolyn Dean of The , wjjen the
suMace was jammed with j
school of instruction.
Highlands proudly presented to thf .merrymakers. Everybod^had praise
Oct. is Meeting 2 P m. at Bok Nurses
a clump
of fresh
rink witt
and |
Wui" W0man'S AUXl“ary t0 Cower
healthy editor
strawberry
blossoms
picked , Xna£r newlv-surfaced
A^V face beamed

TALK OF THE TOWN

oct. 14 -Semi annual meeting of the on ner waV to school.
'satisfaction when he halted proceedMatne State Hand Engine League, Lubec.
--------.
.
n
h
vnlrp hl, thanks
Oct. 14 Annual meeting state Fir»
Mrs
Thomas. State presi- ‘"8s long enough to voice nis tnames
n, e"'ts A,^2ua?.Der'lv mS and ban- dent of the Relief Corps, returned at the «e"e™us
rona*£ tha "7
quet Maine Fire1 chiefs' Club ln Thursday after inspecting, together •eason had given him. The rink is
epen
evety
night
and
Tuesday, Thurs
Hallowel.
with Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, State

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES
A

These merchants are co-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to cast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns listed below.
Ballot boxes are available in each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.

m. ,
the
SERMONETTF.

I

o, rN?1ge1Fau“CamdCn_
'‘^peering
Heath Corps of day and Saturday afternoons
'oct8 17-19—Chautauqua Festival for I Gardiner and Hubbard Corps of HalBig League stars will shine at Togus
Parent-Teacher Association.
4 lowell.
Oct. 19—Appleton Ridge—Annual Har______
Sunday when Jack Burns, the St.
in? workersUPPer “nd S“le °* U'e WUU| M. F. Lovejoy leaves Sunday for I Louis Americans' star first baseman
Oct. 19—opening meeting of the Bap- the World's Fair, his t.-io the award!brings there a group of notable
THE BAPTIST YEAR
‘1st Men'«_Lague^season.
mep| of the Lumberman's Mutual Casual- players including Bump Hadley, St.
with Miss charlotte Buiium
j ty Company of Chicago, Roberts & j Louis, American pitcher; Billy Rogell.
oct 20—warren Annual meeting of veazie having won the club prize (Detroit Tigers, shortstop; Cy Perkins The First Church Prospers In
Knox county Sunday school Association, stalls of the contest were given in New York Yankees' catcher and at
■
n
• i r i
In Congregational Church.
•
,
-r-i
a
n
This /-Opening
Period, ofr i.
Its
one time Cennie Macks' star catcher; |
Oct. 27-29—Bangor- Annual meeting of ' Thursdays Courier-Gazette.
Maine Christian Endeavor Union
Jim Galvin, Baltimore, catcher; Art
Second Century
Columbia ^re,e\?apUst Church.
The flrsti meetjng of the season of Gore, Jersey City, third base; Bill
on°for3tiwFWinterSseason.
*'the Parent-Teacher Association takes Clancy, Providence and Hartford,
The annual meeting of the First
oct. 3i d. a r contract bridge party, place Wednesday night at the high right field; Bill Barrett, Chicago,
Mrs Sheldon's, 56 Masonic street, 21-’ cchool. Plans will be discussed for White Sox, center-fielder; Irving Baptist Church Thursday evening
p. m.
attending the annual State Congress p]Uinmer, with Cincinnati, next despite the heavy rain saw large at
WEATHER
tn Brunswick Oct. 12-13; also for the |spring, left-field; Art Graham, Brook- tendance upon the supper which pre
------Chautauqua Festival or Oct. 17, 18
Dodgers and Red Sox, center- ceded the business session, over
All New England, the morning bul- , and 19. Speakers will be Miss Lu-' fleider; Dutch Shultz, New England which the pastor, Rev. Mr. Mac
lctin warns us, is to remain cloudy , cille Goding, to tell of her summer I Lea e second-base. Danny MacDonald, presided. The reports of
■ - along
.
-------j jn prance, and Mrs. Charlotte Jack- ,
with strong winds
the
coast. -and
Fayden and Don Brennan will be on
the several officials and committee
slightly coo’er Our own comer of, son to tell of her recent trip into the the mound for Togus.
it finds things this morning exactly , Canadian Provinces.
chairmen disclosed a year of con
-----that way with wind northeasting I
__
___ ____tinued
_______
Several members of the
Parentactivity on tlie part of the
itself and only
the meeting of Ruth
Association plan to attend j chUrch membe'rs. with the finances in
tions of anything bet*er •
Tent Monday night, an invitation was the annuaj state Congress in Bruns- Lncouraginz condition both in the
acteristically closing the first ueek ol 1 ext€nded by Mrs Carrie House. | , .
t
.
convention
condition, both in the
October, which thus far has turned president, to meet with her Monday i
... .
< home department and that of mis“*s
says
s25 -ts -ss
SS ■ —•
«
=—

------------------ I man for the meeting of Oct. 16. The
f*ature_y.“1 7 gr°up
! ln thls the firSt year of the
cjun.hine Society meets Monday mystery was solved by Mrs. Helen, Thursday, with department heads church's second century (it was
Feb. 2, 1833). Mr. Mac
afternoon at the ciub room. .
Paladino. and the auction sale of a and committee chairmen. These founded
...............
box of candy by Mrs. Belle Bowley I luncheons will provide a friendly con- Donald. briefly reviewing these points
the work of the year, outlined a!
com-1,tact *f°
'he workers from the vari- in
. „ ... . .
furnished merriment. These comorr the
program for the ensuing year which
Fjank II. Allard
F ' mif.tees have been appointed for thejous parts of the State and an oppor- he believed should continue its
is a guest of Rev. a . *
,afair to take place on Dec. 4: General i tunity for informal discussion of success.
I
Brooks.
' chairman, Mrs. Carrie House; fancy j problems. Anyone planning to atThese officers and committees were
------,
; work, Mrs. Lizzie French. Mrs. Mary [ tend the convention ls asked to notify pl.*PV2rfo7th^emmin. vear"
The Mieses Young have just had a cooper, Mrs. Alta Dimick, Mrs. May ’ Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell as soon
' nm
closed-in sunporch and piazza built oross; aprons, Mrs. Irene Winslow, as possible so that they may be i
1 nurrh Officers
on the western end of their house,,, Mrs. Allie Blacklngton. Mrs. Susie i named as delegates. Owing to the
Church Clerk — Miss Carolyn
North Main street.
Karl; cooked food, Mrs. Mina King, [large membership of the local asso- Erskine.
Mrs. Bessie Haraden, Mrs Eliza I ciation, several delegates may be [ Membership Clerk — Miss Alice
Erskine.
According to the county authorities Plummer; candy, Mrs. Carrie Brown, named.
Treasurer of Benevolences—E. J.
there was "dirty work" around the‘Mrs. Brewster. Mrs. Lena Rokes;
Morey.
county building yesterday. A carload | grabs. Mrs. Belle Bowley; entertalnA PASTOR'S THANKS
Deacons—A. B. Butler, V. A. Leach
_____
of soft coal was being put under ment, Mrs. Plummer and Mrs. |
A. W. Palmer, C H. Morey, F. H.
Cooper;
supper,
Mrs.
Josephine
Rev.
W.
J.
Day
Profoundly
Moved
Bv
cover.
Ingraham, R. S. Sherman, O. A
Lothrop.
Events On 20th Anniversary In Palmer. J. W. Robinson, M. R. Snow,
Mrs Alfred Smith, 147 North Main,
Winthrop
G. Carl Casscns.
street has :hc champion hollyhock.
The Speech Readers Club opened
Deaconesses—Mrs. G. Carl Cassens,
It. has
reached
the
height
of
15
feet,,
Us
«a«,n_Thursday
m
•^ausp.cx^
nas reacncu u.v
— —----- ,
__ ___ ., The recent celebration by our Mrs. Evelyn McKusick, Mrs. E. J.
id 2 inches and has handsome.
Aftor a* short business church of the pastor's twentieth an-| Morey Mrs F. M. Ulmer, Miss
, enthusiasm. After a short business j — - .[ Eleanor Griffith. Mrs. Hape Brewster.
double pink blossoms.
__
[ cession the time was spent in prac- niversary is an event which is most I Mrs H w
Miss Alice

I > and Death Real?" Sunday
School is at 11.45. Wednesday eve
ning testimony meeting is at 7.30.
The reading room is located at 400
Main street, and ls open week days
from 2 until 5 p. m.
•
•
There is a prayer meeting at 10 at
the Littlefield Memorial Church and
a preaching service at 10.30. The
pastor's subject will be "When the
song of the Lord began. Mrs Grace
Fish and Mrs. Christine Dorman will
sing a duet. Junior Church meets in [
the vestry at 10.30; Sunday school at [
11.45 with a place for everybody. Miss
Berla Lord will lead the young peo- [
pie's meeting at 6.15 Evening serv- ;
ice comes at 7.15 when the pastor will ■
take for his topic, "Dreams that never
come true." Miss Olive Bragg will I
sing with guitar accompaniment, j
Prayer meeting on Tuesday evening [
at 7.30.

PAINS

HERE?

Light Trucking

McLAIN

MEN’S WEAR

Gregory’s

Rockland
Rockland 416 Main St.,
Oil. BI KNEKS. KAMI OIL
DEPARTMENT STORES
M 1 KK.I It \ 1 ION, 1 l 1 1 OIL

428 Main St.,

The Piayer of Wisdom
I uller-Cobb-Davis
A. C. McLoon Co.
328 Main St.,
Rockland
The Lord appeared unto Solo
COLLISION WORK
mon in a dream in the night and
GARAGES
Rockland Body & Fender
God said. "Ask what I shall give
thee.” Solomon said in his prayer.
Kent’s
Shop
584 Main St.,
Rockland 855 Main St.,
“Thou hast showed unto thy
Rockland
servant David, my father, great
LADIES' WEAR
DRUG STORES
mercy, according as he walked
before thee in truth, in righteous
Cutler’s
Corner Drug Store
369 Main St.,
Rockland 422 Main Rt..
ness. and uprightness of heart
Rockland
and thou hast given him a son to
Auto Electric
Wall Paper
sit on his throne; and now. O
Farrel Co., Inc.
C. M. Blake Store
Lord my God, thou hast made
643 Main Street
662 Main Street
thy servant king instead of David
my father, and I am as a little
Drug Stores
Shoe Repairing
Radio, Sporting Goods
McCARTY’S
ROCKLAND SHOE
ch^d, and thy servant is in the
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
60ti
Main
Street
REPAIRING
CO.
midst of thy chosen people. A
443 Main Street
great people, that cannot be num
Boots and Shoes
Restaurants
Furniture
BOSTON SHOE STORE
bered, nor counted for multitude.
NEWBI It I ’8
Main Street
306 Main Street
STUDLEY Ft’RN. CO.
f
Give therefore thy servant' an
M.m street
understanding heart, that I may
Cleaning and Pressing
Fruit
I. L. CROSS
NAUM & ADAMS
Hardware
discern between good and bad.
■ n Mala street
“The four dimensions of Christi
457 Main Street,
II. II. CRIE CO.
and be able to judge so great a
anity" will be the sermon topic of
456 Main Street
people."
Jewelry
Fish Market
C. E. DANIELS
FRED HASKELL
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
And God said, “Because thou Rev. Charles E. Brooks at the Pratt
Main Street
370 Main Street
408 £.un Street
hast asked this thing, and hast Memorial M. E. Church tomorrow
not asked for thyself long life, morning at 10.30. The choir will sing i
Grain—Flour—Feeds—Sugar, Etc.
Boots and Shoes
the anthem "Hark, hark, my soul,"
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
neither has asked riches for thy
86 Park Street
self, nor the life of thine enemies, Shelley, and Harold Greene will sing!
432
Main
Street,
Rockland
behold, I have given thee a wise [ a solo, "Leave it all with Him," Ellis.
101-118
and understanding heart such as ' The church school will convene at
tbs
noon
hour.
Epworth
League
never preceded or will follow
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
thee; and I have given thee also service is at 6.15 p. m. and Glad Gosthat which thou hast not asked, , pel service of praise and worship at
Long Cove
both honor and riches, and, if ■ 7.15. The officers of the Epwortn
thou wilt walk in my way, I will League will be installed by the pastor St. George’s Church (Episcopal!
at this service. The pastor's evening liie Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor: Ves
lengthen thy days.
sermon topic will be "When Christ pers and sermon at 7 p. m. All are
William A. Holman.
was lost." Prayer meeting every welcome.
at 7.30.
.. .
■ j Tuesday evening
• • • •
J. Charles MacDonald w-ill speak
Do little things now; so shall big
s“nday at 2 30 at
^graham Hill
Tlie subject of the sermon at the
I First Baptist Church Sunday morn- things come to thee by and by ask
c113’*1'
....
I ing will be. “A church tonic ” The ing to be done—Persian proverb.
At St. Peters Church (Episcopal), i music will include, "God is Love,"
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv Shelley, and "More love to Thee," UNITER STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MAINE
SOUTHERN DIVISION
ices for tomorrow will be appropri Reed. A church school that has alDISTRICT OE MAINE
IN THE MATTER OF:
ate for the 17th Sunday after [ ready gone over the 300 mark in atSOUTHERN DIVISIONRECEIVERSHIP
OF
Trinity: Holy communion at 730; , tendance this fall ls Inviting you to IN THE MATTER OF.
THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK.
RECEIVERSHIP OF
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
church school at 9.30; choral euchar- join them ln the study of the Bible. THE
ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK.
ORDER OF NOTICE
ist and sermon at 10.30.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
There arc classes for all ages. The
It appearing from the Petition of Ed
ORDER OF NOTICE
i Christian Endeavorers are providing
ward
<
Payson.
Receiver of the Rock
It appearing from the Petition of Ed
Rev. George H. Welch will have as [ an inspirational meeting for all who ward
C. Payson. Receiver of the Rock land National Bank. Rockland. Malm,
verified
the
4th
day
of October A. D.
the subject of his sermon at the Unl- ! attend at 6. The people's evening land National Bank. Rockland. Maine.
1933, that, a Petition was filed on Un
V( n alist Church tomorrow at 10.45 service will open at 7.15 with prelude verified the 4th day of October. A. D . ,
1933. that a Petition was tiled on the
Pra5',’C
"The careless Christ." The quartet and big sing assisted by the organ 6th day of October, A D. 1933. praying 1 tl,at thll SBld ??’w!ir<1.C Pl|)rs<’n, as Rcbe authorized *"
to sell ---------certain
will sing “The Lord is King," Mars [ and piano. The special music will that the said Edward C. Payaon. a. Re celver
be authorized to deposit a cer stocks, warrants, bonds and other se
ton, and “As pants the hart” Thomas. be, “In heavenly love abiding," celver
tain collateral demand note, copy of curities scheduled ln said Petition under
Kindergarten class meets during Browm, and "Father, keep us in Thy which ls attached to the petition, bear attached Schedule captioned "Bonds
Securities" ln which said schedule
church hour and church school at rare,” Hedges. Mr. MacDonald wiil ing number sixteen under date of April and
1929 by Limerick MUIb as maker, said assets arc completely described. In
give the second sermon in the series 26.
noon.
payable to Rockland National Bank or cluding asset numbers, provided said
• • • •
on, “Naming the children." The order on demand, ln the principal sum sale or sales Is made for the best price
prices obtainable and In no event
At First Church of Christ. Scion- happy prayer and praise meeting on of 62.500 00 at Fidelity Trust Company or
Maine, with Interest thereon less than the niarkrt price at the date
tist. corner of Cedar and Brewstor 1 Tuesday evening will be given over Portland.
of
sale,
and further provided that said
at the rate of six per cent until paid,
streets. Sunday services, are at 10.30 to 'he singing of sacred songs by which said note ls given under trust Receiver first obtains the definite
authority
approval ot the Comp
and the subject of the’ Lesson-Ser- [ Curtis M. Saulsbury, the negro tenor deed dated February 21. 1929. between troller of and
the Currency of the United
Limerick Mills and Fidelity Trust Com
mon tomorrow will be "Are Sin, Dis- [singer.
States
for
each
auch sale; and further
pany. Trustee, to‘which trust deed ref

O W. Thomas of the Chautauqua., tice. Greetings were received from meaningful to myself and Mrs. Day. Erskine. Mrs. F. C. Ryder, Mrs. Franwill be in Rockland today and meet i Mrs. Anne C. °7s5r,h,._s
and w111 be memorable throughout ! ces Hall.
the guarantors tonight at 8 o'clock at president, and Mrs. Arthur J. Younj
Membership Committee - Deacons,
K
school. It is important that
_ _______________ _
deaconesses, church clerk.
Ihe high
committees have been appointed
It is rarely that an event of this i Advisory Committee—Two deacons
every guarantor be present,
_____
Membership, Miss Olive Gilchrist, nature is carried out under more fa- [ (appointed by board); two deacon____ iOfi„p I OOF. Miss Helen Carr, Mrs. Robert HusFRIENDSHIP
NORTH HAVEN
M mb. rs
xririam ' Rebekah -'ey; entertainment. Miss Hope vorable circumstances as to weather j esses (appointed by t.heir board';
ir^n the
oreenhafch. Mrs. A. J. Crockett. Mrs. and completeness of program, than Sunday School Superintendent. Di
Mrs. Mertie Hupper of Stockton
Lodge having a pa
Blanche Witham; sewing group, Mrs. was this. It was purely a church rector of Religious Education, Presi
dent of Christian Endeavor Society, A reception and shower will be Springs spent last week with her
tton, are requested
■
»iora Lovejoy; friendship. Mrs. Mar
of
Missionary
Society,
IS
‘
v?n
to
Mr
and
Mrs.
Leon
Crockett
aunt Mrs. Morse at the Harbor.
at 8 o'clock Monday night for re- rjprit<> MftpAlman. Miss Helen Fuller; family affair, and the simplicity of Chairman
Pre'ident of Woman’s Association, at the church next Tuesday evening
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry had as
htarsal.
ways and means, Mrs J. C. Hill, Miss the whole procedure was a marked Clerk of the Church. Treasurer ol
guests last week at their cottage at
„
r Elizabeth Porter. Mrs. Charles Watts; characteristic. Perhaps this sim the Church, Treasurer of Benevo at 7.30 Friends are invited.
Road-construction work under Fed- Forest Lake, Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Mrs. A. I. Stuart of ®a,h d^1L‘’hospitality, Mrs. Mary Veazie, Mrs.
A. E Brunberg, Hiram Crie.n eral grant of funds has begun at Pitcher of Newcastle.
deputy president of the Rebekah, Blanche Avers Miss Annie prye; plicity and informality was the secret lences.
„
Baptismal Committee—Mrs. F. C Vjnalh;l™n
Assembly of Maine, was m this city j room Mrs Mary McKinney, Mrs. of the issue, at least was a material Ryder.
Capt. E A. Wincapaw of the Har
Miss Lena Miller. Mrs. Ada v,nalna'cn
this week enroute to Vinalhaven and Frank Hewett, Mrs. Susie Karl; factor therein.
Leon Stone and Herman Crockett bor recently took a party out deep
Dalzell. Mrs. Abbie Hanscom. Mrs
Swan's Lsland, where she installed the flnance jjrs. Hewett, Mrs. Elizabeth The pastor wishes to express for Hope Brewster, Ralph Stickney, the were in Portland this week on busi sea fishing and a good catch of fish Is
ness for the town.
reported.
officers of these lodges.
Haines. Miss Maud Marsh; scrap- nimself and Mrs. Day, their grati- Deacons.
Mrs. Herman Crockett has been a
Mrs. Eudora Miller of Waldoboro is
j tude for, and deep appreciation of the
------bcok- Mlss Marsh.
Missionary Committee—Mrs. H. W
Speaking of raspberries. R. L. Jones |
_____
------honors bestowed, and the benefits re- Frohock. Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. F visitor in Vinalhaven several days visiting relatives in town.
of The Highlands has already picked
Mrs. Norah Stickney.and Mrs. Mae ceived through this anniversary occa- M Ulmer, Mrs. Lettie Whitten. Mrs thjs week.
[ Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry and
12 quarts from his patch, and the Reed carried off honors at the card 1 sion; and to voice our thanks to all E. J. Morev, Mrs. Helen P. Knowl Edna Calderwood has a position in Mrs. Letha 8immons were recently
vines are now loaded with green ' party Wednesday afternoon given by who had a part in inaugurating, con- ton. Miss Edith Bicknell.
a doctor's home in Newton Center. | gnest 'of Mr. and Mrs. Morse in War
berries and blossoms. The fruit is Auxiliary
___
---------....................
.....................
... to,
_ -and
--------Press and News Committee—R. S. She left here Friday morning for Bos ren.
of Sons of Union
Veterans,
tributing
bringing it to such
much firmer and larger tnan 1
^rs Q]adyS Thomas as chair- j a successful conclusion I need not Sherman. Frank H. Ingraham. Mrs ton.
Mr. and Mrs. A H. Morton. Mrs.
• • • •
summer.
man. The supper chairmen were Mrs 1 stop to individualize in this particu- Edi'.h Follansbee, Miss Helen M
, Burns and Byron Nash attended
York.
Augusta Chase and Mrs. Sarah j lar. “All" means everybody.
I Damariscotta Fair Wednesday.
Church Notes
The Woman's Auxiliary of St. Thomas. At the evening meeting
Treasurer of Communion Fund— Worship with sermon by the pastor,
oul£tandlng feature ln
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Pitcher of
Peter's Church are to hold a rummage these officers were elected: Presi- celebration „
not
check Mrs. E. J. Morey.
sale Oct. 14, in the Masonic Temple dent. Mrs. Vclmapresented, although we do not make
Nominating Committee — Maurice Sunday at 11 o'clock; church school Newcastle, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Pitohat 10; Young People are asked to er of Hollywood, Calif., Mrs Nettie
block.
Those having contributed *7? “T
WH o' 'hat. But it is the spirit Snow. Leslie Packard, Miss Eleanor combine their meeting Sunday night, Drown of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs.
articles to be called for are asked to Mrs Mav Cross; treasurer, Mrs. Mac I ..... .
Griffith.
.
. ,
Director of ’Religious Education— with the service at 7.30, at which time Ellis II. Lawry and Miss Eda J.
telephone Mrs. Thomas Foley or Mrs. Reed; explain. Mrs. Oarrie Win- Jhlch lL hasmade knowni to us
Dr- N K Wood of Boston will speak Lawry of Friendship were dinner
chenbaugh; patriotic instructor. Mrs. has, perIa?tdf “nd permeated this Mrs J. Charles MacDonald.
George B. Davis.
Evangelistic Committee — O A Francis Lipovsky will play a violin guests ol Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse
Evie Perrv; assistant guide. Mrs. uh°le affair from the beginning to
end-a spirit of willingness, of Palmer, F H. Ingraham. Mrs. Abbie solo, accompanied by Mrs. Banks of at The Jumpers, their farm in WarWhen the barge Westmoreland re Eliza PlummC right color guard.
Walpole, Mass.
' ren, ThursSsy of last week, it being
Josephine Lothrop; inaide!
even eagerness to put Hanscom Mrs. Evelyn McKusic.
cently discharged 2800 tons of coal Mrs
Sunday School Officers
* ’ ’ *
|
birthday anniversary of both Mr.
for the Rockland & Rockport Lime guard Mrs. Sarah Thomas: outer this event across in a worthy way.
—. ■ »,
rh™
si n,„
Morse and Mr. Lawry. Mrs Morse
Corp .it was undoubtedly the largest guard. Mrs. Annin Alden; musician, Rather would we part with the ma
Superintendent—Charles
H. Morey
tlaraM.
D>er
served a chicken dinner, and the
tingle cargo ever brought here. It Mrs. Bessie Sullivan; trustees, Mrs. terlal gift, than miss this factor in
Assistant Superintendents—G. Carl After a severe illness of more than table was prettily decorated with au
inaugurated the corporation's service Nellie Achorn, Mrs. Stella McRae. the occasion. For without such a Cassens. Leslie Packard.
three weeks Mrs. Clara M. Dyer died tumn flowers and birthday cakes, and
as distributor for the Pocahontas Mrs. Helen Paladino; press corres- [ spirit—a spirit which the committee
Secretary — Miss Florence Phil- early on the morning of Oct. 2, at the there w’ere favors for the guests. It
pondent,
Mrs.
Gladys
Thomas.
Dele-1
in
charge
has
voiced
to
me
again
and
Fuel Co. handling the original Poca
home of her son Jetson Dyer. She was planned to pass the day in a
gates to State convention, Mrs. Eliza [ again with great gladness—this affair brook.
Treasurer—Alfred YounJ.
hontas coal.
Plummer, Mrs. Mary Jordan. Mrs. would be without leal heart and soul. , Assistant Secretary and Treasurer was born in West Penobscot July 10 quiet way but at about 7.30, stepping
1873, and when but three years of age out at the door Mr. Morse was sur
Gladys Thomas; alternates, Mrs
News was received yesterday of the Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Lizzie Simmons, As it is it stands out among all your | _Miss Elizabeth Morey.
her parents moved to Kimball's prised to meet 16 or more of his
gracious dealings with us as a mas
Intermediate Superintendent. — Island, and again to Crockett's Cove.
death of former Governor Wallace Mrs. Allie Blackington; delegates to terpiece of Christian love, fellowship
friends from Friendship, all dressed
Mrs J. Charles Ma:Donald.
Vinalhaven. After her marriage to in costumes of various style, and just
R. Farrington in Honolulu, where ht‘ national convention. Mrs. May Cross and good-will.
Assistant
—
Miss
Virginia
Egan.
William Thompson Dyer her home
had been a sufferer from heart dis and Mrs. Stella McRae; alternates,
Junior Superintendent-Mrs. Eliza- ,;'a“‘“pen jn North Hayen Mr. Dyer ready to step in. Anyone who knows
I Rev.] W. J. Day
ease some months. Gov. Farrington Mrs. Bessie Sullivan and Mrs. Mae
Mr. Morse can readily imagine the
Winthrop,
Mass.,
Oct.
2.
beth
Williamson.
died in 1926. Mrs. Dyer was a mem welcome they received. Tne evening
was 62 and a native of Orono. He Reed.
Assistant—Mrs. H. W. Frohock
ber of the Baptist Church, and the was passed merrily and .socially, and
was at one time editor of the Rock
Primary Superintendent
—
......... ........................
Sisterhood of the Knights of Pythias
land Star, and later became pub
Football Sunday, Rockland Shells HALI^At KnoxBORN
Mrs. Morse .served refreshments as
Hospital. Rockland. Wa’t7.® ,°
Rooerv
She is survived by two sons, Jetsoff sisted by Miss Eda Lawry. As the
lisher of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin. vs. Westbrook Blue Weavers. Admis
Sept. 18. to Mr and Mrs Edward Hall.
Assls ant—Mrs. Addle Rogers,
and
Paton
Dyer,
also
by
her
father
sion 35 cents. Ladies free when with
guests departed each received a Joke
a aon. Donald Edward.
| Beginners' Superintendent — Mrs
Elijah York who is now 87 years of favor, and best wishes and congratu
Charlie Tracy, engineer of Tcxoil escorts.—adv.
McLOON—At Community Hospital. Cam- Hattie Richards,
age, and three brothers, Edgar S. lations were bestowed upon their
den. Oct. 4. to Mr and Mrs. John H
Assistant—Abbie Richards.
No. 1 caught a 30-pound codfish at
McLoon. a son. William Nelson, weight
A remarkable sale of winter auto
Cradle Roll Superintendent—Mrs. York, Lg*wis B. and Elijah York.
the Underwood whKrf yesterday and
hosts.
nine pounds, three ounces.
i Mrs. Dyer had a host of friends
for the time being ivas a more famous mobile necessities and a final low BURPEE—At Rockland. 8ept. 24. to Mr j Pred A Carter.
Assistant
—
Mrs.
Charles
H.
Morey,
who
sincerely
mourn
her
death,
and
price
op
tires
is
dffered
at
Sea
View
and Mrs. Albert Burpee, a daughter.
personage than Carl Hubbell, of the
Home Department Superintendent [sympathy is extended to them all.
MICKIE SAYS—
New York Giants. Fish and fished- Garage. See Thursday's Courier-Ga COLBATH—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Oct.
2. to Mr. and Mrs. Elden Colbath.
Mrs. F. M. Ulmbr.
Funeral services were held in the
man were “shot" by a photographer zette or call at the garage for details,
a son.
Music Committee — Miss Edna Baptist Church Wednesday conduct•
r
and the incident will become a Rock —adv.
s^.Kr-and, or“Fy'
THERE'S TWO WAVS TD DO A I
land v/aterfront legend.
! Gladys Grant, Miss Emily Mac- Memix-rs of the Sisterhood attended
JOB O' PRIUTIUG, AU' OUE WAV
WITH THE BOWLERS
i in a body. There were many beautiIS TO THROW TH' THPE TbEIHER
Donald
DIED
The degree team of Canton Augusta
_ | ful flowers. Burial was in the Brown
Quiex, SLAM IT OKI TH' PRESS
At the Star alleys Thursday night EELLS—At Rockport, Oct. 5. George T. I
Ladies' Auxiliary conferred the de
.cemetery. The bearers Leon Stone.
AUD RUSH IT THROUGH, BUT
Eells.'aged 81 years. 4 months. 23 days.
gree upon a class of four candidates the Barbers defeated Stewart's Stars,
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from resi
! Herman Crockett, Lamar Lewis and
THAT AIUT OUR WAY! WE
dence of Mrs. Ada Libby.
at the meeting of the Canton Lafa but if was a close shave, even for
TARE OUR TIME AUD DO A GOOD
Philip Brown.
DYER
—
At
North
Haven.
Oct.
2.
Clara
M
.
I
barbers,
Simmons
and
Anastasio
de

yette Auxiliary. Tlie drill squad of
JOB, SO OUR CUSTOMERS
widow of William Thompson Dyer, CRAMPS-CALLOUSES
Canton Augusta also participated. feating their opponents just enough
COME SACK. FOR
GOD'S LIGHTHOUSES
aged 60 years. 2 months, 22 days.
The visitors from the Capital City to turn the scales. The former had
MORE!
When night falls on the earth the sea :
made a most favorable impression high single and the latter high total.
CARD OF THANKS
I
From
east
to
west
lies
twinkling
bright
I wish to thank my good friends and
and their visit was a source of mu The summary:
With shining beams from beacons high
for their klndnesss and sym
Barbers—Simmons, 281; McBrine, neighbors
tual enjoyment. Supper was served
Which flash afar a friendly light.
pathy for me during the years since I These are sure signs of
230; Howard, 242; Shute, 241; Anas- have been confined to the house by Ill
by tlie local Auxiliary.
The
sailor's eyes, like eyes In prayer.
weak or fallen arches. Dr.
ness.
Mrs. A. E. Elwell.
tasio, 297; total, 1291.
Turn unto them for guiding ray:
Rockport, Me.
Scholl’s New Improved
If
storms
obscure their radiance.
Stewart's Stars—Daniels, 218; Rose,
Attractions at Strand Theatre next
Arch Supports quickly,
The great ships helpless grope their
week: Monday. “Double Harness 263; Perry, 268; LeGage, 279; Mourarelieve and correct this condition. We fit
way.
with Ann Harding and William Pow dian, 240; total, 1268.
them scienufically. Worn in any ehoe.
When night falls on the earth, the sky
• • « .
ell; Tuesday, "Goodbye Again," with
Come in for FREE FOOT TEST.
Looks like a wide, ft boundless main
League Schedule
Who knows what voyagers sail there?
Warren William and Joan Blondell;
Who names the ports they seek and
Wednesdaf, "I Loved You Wednes
Monday—Barbers vs. Federals.
TUNE IN!
gain?
day,” with Warner Baxter and Elissa
Tuesday — Sim's Shop vs, Mer
Parcel Delivery
7/r. fichoirtt
Are not the stars like beacons set
Landi; Thursday Zane Grey's “To chants.
fkbUEKS
<<Foot 4'omfort Knnabl<*r«M I To guide the argosies that go
Wednesday — Perry's Market, vs.
the Last Man,” with Randolph Scott
j From universe to universe.
_
over NBC Network
Family Washings
make?
Our little world above, below?—
and Esther Ralston; Friday, "One Kent’s Service.
• • • •
Sunday Afternoon" with Gary Cooper
Called For and Delivered
[ On their great errands solemn bent,
Late results: At the Star alleys,
-TV/VK
and Fay Wray; Saturday, "Blind
I In their vast Journeys unaware
Of our small planet's name or place
Adventure," with Rcbert Armstrong Three Crows 1588, Snow's Snags 1548;
Revolving ln the lower air.
at- the Recreation alleys, Gardner
, and Helen Mack.
2578, Recreation 2367.
O thought too vast! O thought too glad!
An awe most rapturous It stirs.
Rockland, Me.
Football Sunday, Rocklarid Shells
TeL 106-R
From world to world Ood's beacons
vs. Westbrook Blue Weavers. Admis Specialized car lubrication is better
shine:
God means to save his mariners!
We are Headquarters for Dr. Scholl's
sion 35 cents. Ladies free when with and costs no more at Fireproof Ga
—Helen Hunt Jackson.
rage day or night. 120-122&126-128
FootComiort Appliances and Remedies
escorts.—adv.

Walter Dorgan

MARKETS

Perry’s Foodland

SHOE
STORE

I

READTHE

THEY RE NEWS

erence Is made, said deposit to be made praying that sold Receiver be authorized
with the Noteholders' Protective Oom to deposit with the Comptroller of the
mlttee. under the agreement of Septem- I Currency of the United States anv
warrants, bonds or other securtber 13. 1933 between the noteholders of j
the Senior collateral notes of Limerick Jles owned by said Bank and completeMllls under said above referred to trust
4lc ud nK. Rssel nuniber
deed as parties of the first part and
1° Bal<i P’*.*
Robert Braun, of Portland. Maine. John
caP,t2one<L Bonds and Securities
E Nelson, of Augusta. Maine, and Philip
»*°resald. said deposit to b«- for >>ale
O. Clifford, of Portland. Maine, who
lT, .4C?n2ptfoll7 of th? Currency of
compose the Noteholders’ Protective
United States In accordance with the
Committee as party of the second part, J?Hn outlined in the letter by F. W.
under the authority of which agree,erstetif.r,1 Aaalatant Supervising Rement. sale at public auction of the
8 OIl .(,)f
National
Limerick Mills is to be held under 'Banks. Office of the Comptroller of the
Court order on October 5. 1933. or at , purL?.ncy
United States, addressed
some later adjourned date, and provided J?
m.<Pay?°n«^*£*^*.1
'
that said Receiver first obtains the definBank. Rockland,
nite authority and approval of the' Maine and dated September 22. 1933.
Comptroller of the Currency for such! jopy of which letter is attached to said
deposit; and that following aaid deposit
. n* an” .tx> u*‘P<)slt *n>' stocks, cerof said collateral demand note In ac- .or °ther purities and
cordance with the plan above outlined i
va^r «r °lher *vJdencp
with said Noteholders’ Protctlve Com- own,d by the Bank which are now in
mlttee, said Receiver be authorized tc <lr ault or which may In the future beaccept receipt or other evidence of de- j rome ln default, said deposit to he
posit ln lieu of the present asset, to ac- PladJ*». ?? y . wlth.a ProPerly organized
cept for that receipt any cash or other bondholders protective committee or
settlements that may be agreed upon noteholders protective <t>mmittee or
later, and if necessary to sell any cer- olber such properly organized commlttlficates or new securities received In (*<• formed for the protection of owners
such agreed settlement, said sale to be i
defaulted securities or bills receivable
for the best price or prices obtainable
®ther evidence of debt, accept reand In no event to be leas than the marIpts or other evidence of deposit in
ket price on the date of sale, and with Beu of the pre*ent asset, and to accept
the definite stipulation that all stocks for that receipt any cash or other settleor other Issues obtained in any approved rn,,Hts that inay be agreed upon later,
settlement by this Receiver shall be ln »nd if necessary to sell any certificate
each Instance fully paid and non- or hew securities received In such agreed
assessable, and provided that said Re- ' settlement, said sale to be for the best
celver first obtains the definite ap- price or prices obtainable, and in no event
proval and authority from the Comp-I less than the market price at the date
trailer of the Currency for each step of of the sale, and provided in each indeposit of said note, acceptance of re ntance said Receiver first obtains the
ceipt or other evidence of deposit In definite permission and authority of the
lieu of the present asset, acceptance for Comptroller of the Currency, for each
that receipt of cash or other settle step of deposit, acceptance of receipt
ments that may be agreed upon later, or other evidence of deposit in lieu of
and the sale of any certificate or new present asset, exchange of receipt for
securities received in such agreed set cash or other settlements, or sale of any
tlement as fully paid and non-assessa certificate or new securities as aforesaid,
ble. said sale to be for the highest and and with the definite stipulation that
best prices obtainable and In no event all stocks or other Issues obtained in
to be less than the market price on the any approved settlement by this Re
ceiver shall in each instance be fully
date of sale.
NOW. on Motion of the Petitioner. It ls paid and non-assessable NOW. on Mo
tion the Petitioner, It is hereby
hereby.
ORDERED;—
ORDERED
That all creditors and other persons
That all creditors and other persons
interested
attend the Hearing on said
Interested attend the Hearing on said
Petition before the United Statea Dis Petition before the United States Dis
trict Judge in the United States Court trict Judge in the United States Court
_____
________
_ House, ln the City of Portland. County
House._ ___
In the
City _of_________
Portland._______
County
of Cumberland and State of Maine, on
Cumberland and State of Maine, on
the 11th day of October. A D.. 1933. at
17th day of October. A. D. 1933 at
4:00 P M. and then and there show 9 00 A M and then and there show
cause. If any they have, why the prayer cause. If any they have, why the prayer
of said Petitioner should not be granted;
Petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further.
I And It Is further
ORDERED —
ORDERED; —
That this Order be published in the
That thU Order be published in the
Portland Evening Express once on Oc Portland Evening Express once on Oc
tober 7th, 1933. and In the Rockland tober 7th, 1933 and In the Rockland
Courler-Oazette. Rockland, Maine, once Courler-Oazette. Rockland. Maine, once
on October 7th, 1933. and there be at on October 7th, 1933. and that there lx*
least two days elapse btween the date two days elapse between the last publi
of the last publication of this Order cation of this Order and the date of
said Hearing.
and the date of said Hearing.
Dated. October 6. 1933.
Dated October 6. 1933
JOHN A PETERS
JOHN A PETERS
Judge, of the U. S. District Court. Di Judge of the United States District
trlct of Maine.
Court, District of Maine.
A true copy
A true copy
Attest
Attest
JOHN F KNOWLTON
JOHN F KNOWLTON
»
Clerk
Clerk.

TWO CENT SALE
WALL PAPER
ENTIRE CHOICE OF STOCK—CHOICE OF
NEW FALL PATTERNS—CHOICE OF
SUN-TESTED PAPERS

TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO

ROLLS
ROLLS
ROLLS
ROLLS
ROLLS

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

10c
15c
20c
24c
30c

PAPER.............. .. .......
PAPER........................
PAPER........................
PAPER........................
PAPER........................

12c
17c
22c
26c
32c

ALL NEXT WEEK AT

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
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Shop With The Blue Eagle For Fair Prices
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT
LIME CORP.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Distributors for the Docahontus Fuel t o.
Original Pocahontus Coal
ROCKLAND, MAINE

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
W r 3* ne

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

CLARENCE F. JOY

Oil Burners, Refrigeration, Fuel Oil

Insurance

ROCKLAND. MAINE

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

w£ SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

V. A. LEACH

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

Every Drug Store Need

MKMWt

> COCHRAN,
BAKER & CROSS
Insurance
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

JOHN BIRD CO.
“Nation Wide"

Indies' Specialty Shop

Home Furnishers

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

273 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

LET’S ALL DO OUR PART

ROCKLAND, MAINE

X

McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

, PARAMOUNT
Restaurant & Luncheonette
402 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
BOCKI.AND, MAINE

In common with the rest of the nation this community is participating in the
President’s national recovery program.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
Insurance

Let’s all co-operate and co-operate whole-heartedly.

Every dollar spent aids the

wheels to turn and re-employment to progress.

i

Rockland merchants are supporting the NRA program.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

In order to do their part
"Cl .

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
Most Complete Line of Drugs and Supplies in Rockland
MAIN ST. >T LIMEROCK. ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND. MAINE

they must have your support.

it is the object of The Courier-Gazette’s NRA Directory to inform the public as

to those merchants supporting the NRA.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

added to as time goes on.

C. E. MORSE

This list is not complete, but will be

It is open to all NRA merchants and in the com

munity interest is published at a fraction cf the usual advertising cost.

Jeweler—Opp. Strand Theatre

WATCH FOR NEW NAMES IN THE C.-G. DIRECTORY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ARTHUR L ORNE, Inc.

G. W. PALMER & SON

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ECONOMY FRUIT CO.

Insurance

9 Park Street

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

KOCKLAND, M AINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Jeweler

ROCKLAND LOAN
& BUILDING ASSOCIATION

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Complete Garage Servile
PARK ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA •

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKubiD, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. B. CROCKETT
W t: MW

Se AND 10c TO $1.00 STORE

HAVENER’S
BOTTIJNG WORKS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Choice Soda*
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

FIREPROOF GARAGE

LEON J. WHITE
Jeweler—Watches, Diamonds

"Storage, Washing, Specialiwl Lubrication

ROCKLAND. MAINE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

\ MRS. C. H. MERRIFIELD

BURPEE & LAMB

___ «

Clothiers

Garment* Altered and Repaired—Over Newberry's

365 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, MAINE

S. RUBENSTEIN
Clothes For Men

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HEWETT’S
BOTTLING WORKS

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. C. MORAN & CO.
*>

Insurance

63 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
H. H. CRIE & CO.
Hardware
ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WILLIS I. AYER

JOHNSON & HALLOWELL
Automobile Repairing

ROCKLAND, MAINE

.WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROYAL SHOE STORE

Men's Clothier

High Grade Footwear

ROCKLAND, MAINE

“AT THE BROOK,” ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

C. W. HOPKINS
Balck, Pontiac—Body and Fender Work

J. A. JAMESON CO.

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.

Groceries and Provisions

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Distributors of “Utica Club”

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

J

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

L. E. BLACKINGTON
Clothing and Shoes

310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PHILIP SULIDES

MILLER’S GARAGE

Hat Cleaning—Shoe Shining

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
Vsed Cars

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

NAUM & ADAMS
FrttK Confectionery, Tobaccos

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Shop With The Blue Eagle For Fair Prices
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

RK

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

EASTERN GRAIN CO.

GREGORY’S

r»v :

Megi's Wear

PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

DYER’S GARAGE
-

lindge and Plymouth

Radio, Electricians, Refrigeration

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

442 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

WE DO O'JR PART

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CHAPE’S LUNCH

NUTT SHOE STORE

At “The Brook

The Family Store

LET'S ALL DO OUR PART

ROCKLAND, MAINE

436 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

Rockland merchants have signed the President’s pledge and are supposing the
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
■ t»i

Department Store

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

In order to do their part, it is necessary that they receive the buying and paying

Wholesale Confectioners

support of every customer.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

410 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

NRA program.

DOYLE’S EXPRESS
Phone Rockland 71 For Service

It is not enough to have the merchants alone say, “We Do Our Part."

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Let’s

ALL do OUR part.
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CHARLES C. TIBBETTS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

Confectioner
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALIIAVEN,
WARREN

Your way to help, is by (laying your bills promptly. If you cannot pay it all—pay
some.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Every dollar helps them to fulfil their pledge to the government, and you

should fulfill your pledge by paying when you say you will.

■ SEA VIEW GARAGE CO.

Don’t hoard your credit. Use it, and pay all bills by the tenth or as agreed.

"Home ol Chevrolet”

288 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

689 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

In an effort to promote the NRA program in this immediate area, to aid the NRA
merchants and to acquaint the public with the identity of member merchants The

Courier-Gazette offers this Directory, open to all NRA merchants, and charged
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

R.U. COLLINS

M.B.&C.0. PERRY

Real Estate and Insurance

Coal and Wood

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

H. & H. EXPRESS

PERRY’S MARKET

C. O. Haraden, Prop.

“FOODLAND”

PHONE 629, ROCKLAND

428 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

JOHN B. ROBINSON
Furniture
486 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

This is a partial NRA list. Other names will be added as requests arc received.

H

591 AND 615 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

I. L SNOW CO.
Ship Repairs
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

MAINE MUSIC STORE

COMMUNITY
SERVICE STATION

FARREL CO., Inc.

Texaco, Tydol, Greasing, Tires

395 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CHESTER R. WALLACE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Musical Instruments and Sporting Goods

PHONE 1060-J, ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

PARK ST, ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

"AT THE BROOK,■’ ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

GENERAL ICE CREAM
CORP.

Wall Paper, Paint-, Gift Shop

316 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

General Contractor

“GONIA’S”

Dry Goods and Wall Paper

643 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

227 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

Fruit and Confectionery

E.B. HASTINGS & CO.

"THE BICKNELL." ROCKLAND

362 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

W. A. KENNEDY

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

TILLSON AVE. (Kickapoo Berth i ROCKLAND

HERBERT B. BARTER
W4 • »*•»

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Genuine Auto Electric Parts

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Certified Cleansing and Pressing

342 MAIN ST, Opp. Strand Theatre, ROCKLAND

Lunches, Beer, Magazines

(Successor to Roberts & Veazie)
General Insurance

LOURAINE’S

WATCH THE COURIER-GAZETTE’S NRA DIRECTORY

Sales and Service
Keo, Chrysler, Plymouth, W'lllys, Auburn
PHONE 466-W, ROCKLAND

MAURICE F. LOVEJOY

E. L SPEAR & CO.
GL1DDEN PAINT STORE

NEWBERRY’S

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

PHONE 77, ROCKLAND

517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

IB*

for at only a fraction of the regular adv ertising rates.

CROCKETT'S BABY SHOP

W W* • -

“The Home Store"

Rockland, Me.

393 MAIN ST, KOCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

H. M. deROCHEMONT

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.
Coal, Wood, Groceries

Waltham Oil Burners, Plumbing, Heating

PHONE 5, THOMASTON

106 PLEASANT ST, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

MARDEN’S CASH STORE

FRANK A. WHEELER

Groceries and Provisions—Warren-Roekland Express

General Insurance In All Its Branches

Meats, Groceries, Bread, Pastry

MIDDLE ROAD, WARREN—PHONE 1-34

PHONE 98 OR 55G-R, ROCKLAND

TEL. 40, NORTH HAVEN

----- »
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

GREGORY’S
Picture & Framing Shop
OVER CRIE HARDWARE CO, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

C. M. BLAKE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

JOSEPH ADAMS

Wall Paper and Paint

Boot and Shoe Repairing

662 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

362 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

Memorials
EAST UNION
.

I

—--------------

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WM.E.DORNAN&SONS

.

*
WS - • >»*’

GRANITE ROCK
BOTTLING WORKS
E. Stewart Orbeton, Prop.
PHONE 8469-11, ROCKLAND

I
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P.ige Six

UNION

THOMASTON

VINALHAVEN

Notices of Appointment

Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column • " * * "* * " *
f

I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro
Advertisements ln tl\la column not to I 1
\7lv. m/bI—l-«
STATE OF MAINE
• --------- --------------♦
Albert P Gould of Boston, a gradu
three 11 nee inserted once for 25 I
Mrs. Viola Hall who has sold het
At Union Church Sunday morning bate for the County of Knox, ln the
To all persons Interested ln either of exceed
cents,
three
tlmea
for
50
cents.
Addi

State
of
Maine
hereby
certify
that
ln
ate of the class of ‘33 Thomaston High
fa:m to New York parties will spend Rev N F Atwood will speak on "The the following estates the persons were the estates hereinafter named:
tional lines five cents each for one time,
TO
SETTLE
ESTATE
the
Clarence
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, 10 cents for three tlmea. Six words
the winter in Camden
School, has pledged to become a
Great Apostle," the theme in line appointed Administrators. Executors,
Ulmer place. Talbot Ave., must be sold
Miss Lida Mes'er of Wellesley with the Sunday sehco) lesson. For Guardians and Conservators and on the ln and for the County of Knox, on the make a line.
meir/ter of Psi Upsilon fraternity in
with household goods Including player
19th day of September ln the year of
dates
hereinafter
napted:
College who spent last week with her evening his text will be the second of
Ecwdoin College.
piano and radio Good house, large lot.
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
ELLA
G.
DEARBORN,
of
Union.
August
cemented cellar, electric lights. Also
Grace Chapter, O.E S . will have
sister Mrs- Myrtle Watts returned a series cf questions from the Newand thirty-three and by adjournment w ♦ ♦
drilling equipment Including steam
22
1933.
Herbert
L.
Grinnell
of
Union
f
rO
m
flay
to
day
from
the
19th
day
of
♦
an inspection Oct. 11. Mrs Ethel M
Monday.
Testament, ■'What Is the First and was appointed Gdn.. and qualified by said- September
....
boiler. Call MRS FRANK CROCKETT.
the following
matters
Hilton of Skowhegan, worthy grand
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barker of Great Commandment?"
♦
filing bond September 5. 1933.
Admr.. 54 Oliver St. Phone 421-R
having been presented for the action
119-121
matron of thc Grand Chapter ol
Euolin has iong b"en a centre of Vinalhaven have been visiting hts
Mrs. John Chilles and daughters ALDEN G. SHEA, late of South Thom thereupon hereinafter Indicated It ls 4« ♦
deceased August 15. 1933. Edwin hereby Ordered:
Maine, will be the inspecting officer eulture and iearning From the days brother Lucius Barker and family.
FIFTY new apple barrels Tor sale. W.
Ruth and Mary Margaret returned aston.
That notice thereof be given to all
V. Shea of South Thomaston, was aDWILL the person who took lady’s bag J. ROBERTSON. Lumber «V Builders’
Mrs. Lona Maddoeks is seriously ! wedr.esday from a visit in Rockland polnted Admr . and qualified by filing persons interested, bv musing a copy of from
Supper will be served at ® ® c!°^j” : of Dean Swift the city has never been
Ford coupe parked ln front of
120-122
this order to be published three weeks Maine Music Co. Monday evening at 10 Supplies. Thomaston
the banquet room of Or
g , i witj,out important literary figures. ill
with her parents, Mr and Mrs bond August 29. 1933
DINING TABLE, six chairs, also wood
conferring of degrees upon two can Around the beginning of the present
Mrs. William Thomas is substitut Leonard Vinal.
BLANCHE M
KILLERAN. late of successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a o’clock please return glasses by mall to
newspaper
published
at
Rockland
ln
said
en bed and dresser. Real cheap to right
Mrs Merle
’er Cushing,
deceased.
12. Helen
1933 County that they may appear at a Pro HAZEL WITHERSPOON. Camden. Me
didates, and Emblematic Star cere
ing in the primary rcom for Mrs
MTS
Mtrie Toman
lo.man and
ana dauvh
aaugn.er
Ada , KU
ieran ot September
Portland and
118-120 party for cash. 319 BROADWAY, City.
starre”
mony will be given. The committees: century, an unusual amount of liter_________________________________ 119-121
Marion were Rockland \us41ors Tues- KlUeran of Thomaston, were appointed bate Court to be held at said Rockland
ary
talent
appeared
in
and
around
M
.
and
Frank
w>tu
u
.
ho
DORY painted gray found Owner can
Supper, Marion Grafton, Leah Davis;
Administratrices and qualified by filing on the 17th day of October A D. 1933. at
day
FOR 8ALE--Rabblt. fox and coon
_
nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be have
by
paying
charges.
ORRIN
bond
on
same
date.
in charge ofg waitresses. Helen Stud Dublin, and more has developed were in Dorchester. Mass.,
the past
At Odd Fol’ows hall Wednesday
- —
-119*121 hounds, police pups and toy dogs. Six
heard thereon If they see cause
SWEARS.
Vinalhaven.
Me
since
Of
the
distinguished
group
"
Turned
home.
JASON
LESLIE,
late
of
Rockland,
de

weeks
old pigs. 10-12 weeks old shoals.
ley; to decorate dining room. Mar
night these officers of Ocean Bound ceased. July 18. 1933. Harry Leslie ol
MARGARET SWANN BOWDITCH. late 1
v v.----------7
Owner
R I. R. pullets laying and ready to lay.
garet Lake man, Ir.cz Ames; house- Gtorge Moore. G. W. Russeli, W. B
Milton. Massachusetts, deceased ExPLYMOUTH hub cap found
j 1 oovAiMPo a n$ou no atm btadvc ma
Several persons in town are ill from Retcltah Lodge were instal’ed by Cambridge.
________ ____
Mass . was appointed Admr of
codv of Will
and Probate may have 8ame by PaylnH for this ad STOVER S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
keepers. Maude Grafton and Edna Yeats. J. M Synge. James Joyce. tonsilitis.
DDP Maude Stewart of feath, as-jand qualified oy filing bond Sept. is. eniDltfled
Htoother with . a Petition for
™E COURIER-OAZETTE office
' TRIBUTORS
—
for STOVER FEED „vn
MFG.
Young.
Lady Gregory and Lord Dunsanv
George Newbert cf Vinalhaven re- s^ed by Nellie Wilson as marshal: 1933 Carl C. Jones of Portland, ap- Probate of Foreign Will, asking that I
120-122 CO. on track at 86 Park St.. Rockland.
pointed
Agent
ln
Maine
I
Just
below
Armour's.
Tel.
1200.
118-120
Mrs. Lena Delano who had her are the best known, though there centjy visited relatives here and also pas», nobl^ yrand. Beulah Gilchrist
WILLIAM N BENNER. JR. late ol 1 filed and recorded ln the Probate Court |
telephone removed for the summer were and are others almost or quite a /encjed Union Fair.
noble grand. Violet Baum; vice grand
WESTERN tenement Genthner block.
grand, Rockland, deceased. September
19. 1933. of Knox County, and that Letters Tes- i wanted. Write BO3 r401. Rockland
,
j _
120*122 I Llmerock St. for sale. Fine tenement.
All these wrote in
John McKinnon and daughter Annie Patrick; chap'ain. Sophrona Walter S „Benner of• tRockland
has had it put in again and the new as important
was ap- tamentary be Issued to The New Eng- ;
good
location. Inquire MRS J. LESTER
English, but thc city is also the cen- Dorothy of Quincy. Mass.. Mrs Anna Tolman; inside guardian. Cora Peter- pointed Admr. and qualified by filing iRna Trust Company of Boston. Mass
number is 41-3.
LOST-Between Beauchamp Point and SHERMAN. 87 Beech St. Tel 454-R
----- x J 1- -----0
.
and- ----Richard- -L. Bowdltch of Boston.
1 Olencove out of an automobile on TuesThe Methodist Ladies’ Aid held tre for those who are *--*
interested
ln virlker of Dorchester.
Mass. and« son; outside guardian.
Aubrey Ames: 1 bond on same date.
120-122
LAW. late of Rockport, de- without bond.
day. Sept 19. a light grey rough over- •—. .
—
---------------------------------—, their meeting Thun day. The change the revival of Irish as a living. tongue.
Mr-. Cera Tavlor of Deferiet.
N Y rs.NG. Addie Bucklin; L.S.N.G.. I ceased.
ceaRCBERT
^d September
..
_
,
22. 1933, France*wti 1 iam b fish* late of Hone de. coat with the name Henry H Chatfield
USED CARS for sale. Including 1931
wasmade onaccount Of the annual There is an oldsaying that the"most spent lastweekend atFrank
Watts. H*ilmaWebster;
RS.V.G.. Maude Barnsdall Law. of Rockport. Theodore I ceased Wllland Petition for Probate in it Makers- Romanes & Paterson; j Plymouth coupe. 1930 Chevrolet sedan,
harve stsupptr being heldWedncs- beautifulEnglish spokenanywhere
is Mrs Helen Bowes ofWashington
Winslow;LSV.G , Florence
Larson; Newton Law and Robert Barnsdall Law thereof, asking that the
mav be $25 reward if returned to zelma m
FB?,D1"
both of. P.irtchester. New York, were i proved
Droved and
anrt allowed
allou.pd and
anfi that
thit Letters
letters I DWINAL.
DWINAL. Camden.
Camden. Maine
Maine.
114-tI' i5V?.K u- WALTZ. 165 Broadwaj lei.
day.
spoken in Dublin."
The Abbey was calling on friends in this place recording secretary. Nellie Wilson: appointe-a Executors' and qualified by of
392
-M
____________
_______________
119-121
with the will annexed 1
Mrs. Lilia Ames is having two weeks Theatre, one of the first experi- Sunday.
financial secretary, Villa Calderwood; j filing bond on same date. Alan L. Bird be Administration
HOUSEKEEPBH'S P°slhon wanted In I tRUMPCT. Al condition, for sale or
Issued to James L. Dor nan of Union,
The
first
regular
meeting
of
the
treasurer.
Sadie
Robbins.
The
proof
appointed
Agent
in
Maine
or
some
other
suitable
person,
with
small
family,
will
go
anywhere.
Best
of
t0
rent
RICHARD
C
ANDERSON
259
vacation from her duties as house- menta! theatres, is famous.
“
‘ “
___________
references. Write "S E.. care this.office Tllbot Aveclty.
n4.lf
---------- ta.. Club —111
~
.
GEORGE W BENNER, late of Friend-1 bond
keeper for Miss Rita Smith and her
....
Community
will Vbe u.id
held ,at VYe I gram: Saxophone
sold. Flavllla Arey;
deceased Septembrr 19. 1933. Rllej
MARY E WIOOIN SPEAR, late of
HORSES — Six good horses, weighing
place has been taken by Mrs. Edith
Noted from the new catalogue of Green Arbor, with Mrs. Green in I vocal solo, Hazel Roberts: vocal solo, ship^
Bradford of Friendship, was appointed I Rockiand. deceased Will and Petition
DORY lost, painted dark gray, between from 1100 to 1500 lbs for sale One
Faies.
the Oxford University Press is "The charge of the program. The host- Gertrude Sellars; reading,Cora
Admr . and qualified by filing bond Sep- jor probate thereof, asking that the same Perry Ledge and Matlnlcus. Reward matched team, young sound, weigh 3000
Earl Hyler ishaving a newgarage jndjan jn American Literature", by esses are Electa Lucas. Edith Thomas Peterson; duet. Oertrude Vinal and tember22. 1933
may be proved and allowed and tha‘ H B BOWES Tel. 662
118-tf lbs ERNEST HOWARD. 79 Summer St .
CLAIR late of Union Letters Testamentary Issue to Georgia
Rockland
*
119*121
built at his home. RoyWallace is do- Albm Keiser. This describes for the ar.d Florence Thurston. It is hoped Beulah Gilchrist. A covered dish deceased.
izziem. st
BEAGLE hound lost, black, white and
September 12. 1933. Earl R Wlgpin Olover of Rockland, she being
FIFTY R I. Red pullets for sale, readv
ing the work.
flrs. time the highly significant part to tee a goodly number present.
supper was served.
I St Clair of Union was appointed Admr. the Executrix named ln said Will, with tan. Answers to name of Lindy. If
OVERNK88 SARKESIAN. 157
found please notify COLBY W. POST. to lay
Fred Lowell has work a. his trade
red ^an das played ln the literaHousekeepers at Union Church I and qualified by filing bond September out bond.
118*120 I Middle St. Tel 568-W
119*121
as caulker in Boothbay Harbor.
Millard Howard Watts
C.rcle Thursday were Emma Wins- 22. 1333
FRED W McLELLAN. late of Friend R F D 1. Warren
ture of our country. On the basis of
tanu ! . BEST
hard dry' fitted
wood.so$7.50
cord.
FRED A COLBY, late of Vinalhaven. ship. deceased
Will and Petition for
Mr. and Mrs Aaron Clark enter- ‘
ai, .he material
This community was saddened by low. Florence Mullen. Marion Little- deceased.
COAT
lost
ln
city,
containing
tape
f
mlxed
frank
September 19 1933. George A. Probate thereof, asking that the same
tained at camp Ki-ora at South Hope a‘
,hn-m ,h know eX of [he the death of Millard Howard, little field. Jeanette Carver.
Kay of Vinalhaven. was appointed Exr. mav be proved and allowed and that cQURiro-OAZ1^ .T RelnrBn«f^; Dickson. Thomaston R,i. box 70.
Thursday evening. Mr. and Mis an“ a
’
Mn of \jr. and Mrs. Frank Watts. Mr. and Mrs Donald Patterson and qualified by filing bond September Letters Testamentary Issue to Albert W
McLellan, of Rockland, he being the
A YOUNO police dog. with skate strap
Walter Young and son William and na“'c- tne “
.. . mntor
health had been poor for about left Friday for their home tn Mas- 26 1933.
A QUANTITY of hay. for blueberry
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Warren Knights.
“"d the romanticlndmn as a ,major tw<> months and fQur wwks agQ he
N
MARGARET BRADY, late of Thomas- I Executor named In said Will, without collar found. V. A. ROKES. Warren. land for sale. Inquire B L. RIDER.
Tel. 4-31.
ton deceased. September 19. 1933. Olive bond.
Rockport.
____________________117*122
Edward O'B
Burgess and Miss ligure from the rocan
g
wa$ ^en to Huntington Memorial
Miss Avis Mae Johnson, who won F Keizer of Thomaston was appointed
ELIZA E CUSHMAN, late of Rockland,
OAK DINING TABLE and four chairs
Harriet Burgess are leaving Eoston the strugg.e for the bison pastures
Hospital in Massachusetts for treat- the golden voice Chickering prize, is E\x . and qualified by filing bond Sep deceased Will and Petition for Probate
I for sale. 120 LIMEROCK ST.. City.
thereof, asking that the same may be
today. Saturday, on a tour of the the plains. Coopers most \ital prose
But
the best of medical a student at the New England Oon- tember 26. 1933.
___________________________________ 119-tf
proved and allowed and that Letters
Attest:
Chicago Expo ;tion and visit to Ni- fiction and Longfellows greatest ald and i0Vjng cw.i nothing could servatory ot Music in Boston,
| MODEL 95 take down Winchester reCHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
Testamentary isaue to Castera B Cushagara Falls.
poem are discussed in an illuminating save
sweet young life, and on
Charles LerXest arrived from
I peat ing rifle for sale Caliber 30 Army.
117-S-123 man. of Rockport, she being the ExecuRUSSELL BARTLETT. Rockland Tel.
———————trlx named ln said Will, without bond
....
fashion. There are also chapters t^e morning of Sept. 20 he passed Waterville Wednesday and is the
35-J.______ __________________119*121
.
devoted to Freneau and Simms, Irv- peacefully away after bidding his guest of his mother Mrs Merritt Lenee/xiTtrr' r»t r- a o < mt
MWI STARRETT- late of Thomaston.
SALESMEN
wanted.
Exceptional
op

MOUNT
I
LEASAN
I
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
FOR SALE at once at these prices.
At the open me- ir.g o, the Baptist
and Thoreau, Joaquin Miller and icved ones good bj-e. raying he was test.
I thereof, asking that the same may be portunity for live wire salesman to as Cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. $800;
I^dil „Ctrc.1 Wcdne""a>'
Hamlin Oarland. And among others gctng to heaven to be with Jesus.
Mrs. Harvey Tolman was a Rockproved and allowed and that Letters sociate themselves with one of Rock also cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. $1600.
’s leading buslneaa houses
Must V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
thf officers wtie re-ilected. Pres stage Indian as well as the Cliff
Miiurrf
Millard was hn™
born in
in .fpff»
Jefferson iand visitor Wednesday.
' Mr. and Mrs. Sclwyn McGilverv Teetamentarv issue to Lizzie 8. Leven land
dent. Mrs Susie Newbert; vice presiR eleven years ago. and was a very
Thomaston,
being
the have car. Apply by letter for appoint
118-tf
again come to nfe
Hie
it
Mr. and Mrt. W. Y. Fossett were in | and daughter June of Auburn were aaler. of namtd
ln s.ldshewlll>
wlthout
ment.
Write
A.
B.
C..
care
The
Courierdent, Mrs. Hattie Creighton; secre comes from the press this month
NASH COUPE with rumble seat, hot
Gazette.
116-tf
bright, intelligent little fellow witn North Haven Wednesday.
: -a t weekeHd guests of Mr. ^nd Mrs. [
tary. Mis. Louise Brown; treasurer.
water heater, good rubber, extra good
Also from Oxford press has Just a mind much older than usual for
Donald Webster was in the city , Gordon Smith.
ESTATE MARTHA A THOMPSON, late
ANTIQUES of all kinds, old glassware, motor. Price reasonable or will trade
Mrs. Grace Andrews. Supper was
Mauricj Carroll I Of st Oeorge. deceased. Petition for dishes, pictures, and books wanted KAY for real estate of any kind. L. A. THURSasking that J. Russell TURNER. Thomaston. Me
118-120 TON. Tel. 1159
113-tf
sport Sunday, visit- Administration,
Davis of Thomaston, or some other
WHEN you are planning to hell yout
and family.
suitable person be appointed Admr..
WOMAN to do general housework
. ...........
14 chickens and fowl, call PETER EDwith bond.
wanted, ln family of four. Inquire
_____ ______ „ __ _______
___ ___ _____ Henry Will on of
118* 120 WARDS. Tel. 803-J. Rockland.
118-tf
gram
ESTATE WILLIAM L. LAWRY. late of SHAW AVE Tel. 329-WK
lore
Sengs
with
Expedition
to
the
Arctic
under
the
da
>'
School
and
in
the
sixth
grade
trip
Tuesday
to
Stonington.
Isle
au
Waldoboro
were
visitors
last
SaturWarren, deceased Petition for License
nm.p,.
wZTZZZZI
Z
_ . j
. i ! copies
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can Duy
Lain was a music
SEVEN
ROOM
house
wanted,
modern
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
with
the
accompaniment.
young
Cambridge
explorer.
H
O
at
school
Haul
and
York
Island:
L
A
Coombs.
;
|
ay
evening
at
G
F.
Smith
’
s.
to Sell certain Real Estate situated ln
Hawaiian guita:
Funeralservices were held at. the h L. Coombs. Allston Roberts. Fred
M
.„
Tracev and familv Warren, and fully described In said conveniences, centrally located. CALL home news, at the Old South News
"Cowboy Drtam. ' “Cowboy's Medita- Watkins, who met a tragic death in Methodist
8I1
'
M
118-J2O)
Agency,
Washington
St.,
next
Old
South
Church Sent 23. and Tolman. Elmer Boynton and William
Mr and Mrs Tracey antl
Petition, presented by Edward C. Payson
who have been living on the Bennie of Rockland Executor.
Church: also at M. Andaman's 284
tion."’Cowboy Ja:k." "Well Be Qom- Greenland. One critic has said;.
MATERNITY patients given best ot 1 Tremont
St.
ing R und the Mountain." Lewis "This book is a book that should be
*7* 8t^.
Munroe place have moved to South
ESTATE JAMES HERBERT PRES- 1 care ln private home by nurse with hos- |
___
^peaking words of comfort to the
The meeting of Lafayette Carver Wajren
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-----------------lias 500 pages of reading matter that
added
to
by
an
abundance
of
other
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
TWO VERY DESIRABLE- rents to rent
And other rectal diseases
good things. The afternoon wa?
~
ait’s
™
at once, at 34 Pleasant St. One upper
STEAMBOAT Co.
spent in sewing. In the company
and one lower flat, each with five rooms
Treated Without Pain
nightgown.
_
best-seller in the non-fiction list for
and a bath Garage for one car to rent
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5,30 were Rev. and Mrs. Albert Went- NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
also.
It will be worth while to look at
"Oh,°wellU?f)you're going to be u„^L^ett?'”
ZWe‘8'8 a. m . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25 wor'.’i, Elsie Bridges, Cora Page,
wh/ i/ z/s PRINTING
or Loss of Time
these rooms. Key to be found at ANNIE
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Hannah
Stanley,
Vira
Sprague.
Cal

Chi-ehes-ters
Diamond
Brand
Pills
are
effective,
FLINT
’S. 32 School St. or Tel. 1161-R
D
on
’
t
F
orget
Vinalhaven
8.15;
due
to
arrive
at
Rock

kind to your new little sister, she'll Marle A 1______ ■_____
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold bj> *
111-tf
about 9 30. Returning — leaves vin Stanley. Agnes Turner. Aldana all druggists for over 4 5 years.
/
put on her wings and fly back to
support the gov- land
Rockland at 1 30 p m.. Vinalhaven 2 45 Dunham, Etta Sprague. Amanda
TWO TENEMENTS to let. 9 Suffolk St.,
upper six rooms, partly furnished If
North Haven 3.30. Stonington 4 40; due Bridges.
Flossie Bridges, Nettie
h^Then why can't she put on Her ernment and the NRA. Commodities to
TEL. 1076
desired. Lower five rooms and bath,
arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m.
Tinker, Linnie Stanley, Abby Stan
S’.BiU.nd fCtCh
^1,t80Wn?""|SU?£«vee“h- BUy.‘n
B.H. STINSON
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND furnace heat. MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
"JHt
0IAMOND
BAANO"
106-tf
117-tt
General Agent. ley and Mary Abby Stanley.

OUR
BOOK CORNER

LOST AND FOUND

;

;

WANTED

K*******«*****.«.v
; REAL ESTATE ’
a

READ THE ADS

Loyalty
Success

HUSKY THROATS

PILES

MODERN

WOMEN

i he Courier-Gazette

DR. JAMES BENT
127Stf

TO LET

®SOC* ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mail or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .... ............ ............. 770 or 794
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Every-Other-Day

Beauty
Begins
with the
Hair

JOE. CAMELS
ARE MILDERAREN'T THEY?
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The ddy’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

YES, AND THEY

HAVE A BETTER
FLAVOR, TOO!

Mrs. Alan L. Bird, Mrs. A. R. Hav
ener, Mrs. John O. Stovens, Nathan
A. Farwell, Fred C Black, Mrs. Ar
thur Wagner of Camden and Mrs.
tlonal keepers who used to come here,
Little River
Lizzie Turner of Thomaston are in
Day, Singer. Thompson, Dalzell; Day
We
have
not
been
writing
lately.
Augusta today to participate in the
and Dalzell'now being stationed.
ilx hi
Have been waiting for something to
Maine contract bridge championship
more than just cleanliness.
A group of ladles have proposed tournament.
write about.
the formation of a Woman’s Auxi iary
Portland Head
Hair must have regular care,
Canning, egging potatoes and
of the Knox Hospital and are call : A jolly picnic supper party Wed
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling and
preferably weekly at the
ing a meeting for Friday afternoon nesday at Treasure Point Farm had
gathering garden produce from our Mrs. Hilt were in Portland on busi- '
beauticians.
of next week, hoping to have a gen in attendance Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
I place ashore have kept us pretty busy. ness Friday of last week.
erous attendance of ladiC3 interested
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt and Mrs.
The last of August we lost a fine
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G.
tn making plans for so worthy an. ob- i Murray,
Sterling made a dooryard call on I
Hewett, Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer,
'
cow
by
falling
off
a
high
cliff
here
on
It
will
give
us
pleasure
to
Ject. Invitation to be present ls cor
Mrs. W. C. Dow in Portland last Sati the island. We did cot know about I urday.
dially given to ladles of a'l the towns Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marsh, Miss
attend to milady's needs
Oladys
Blethen,
and
Benjamin
it until Mr Corbett saw her drifting
_A. W. Hathorn
_____ of St. George ar- I
of the county, with view to making
along this line.
! out of the harbor. But we expect to ) riyed here Wednesday,
the auxiliary county-#ide in its ef Dcwling.
Marraret Nutt. Prop.
have another Jn a few days.
I Mrs. F O. Hilt and Mrs. R. T.
fectiveness.
ROCKLAND, TEL. 683-W
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith of
Florence Corbett has returned to sterling recently called on Mrs. L. O
Boston
are
at
their
summer
home,
I high school ln Machias.
, Ooff in Westbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Everett Higgins,
For sca’.p treatments, dandruff and falling hair,
Mrs. Bertha Higgins and H. W, Warrenton Park, for a few days.
I There are two cases of scarlet feveT
Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Hilt of St.
phone 683-W for definite appointment—No
Healey have returned from a motor
in town.
Oeorge were weekend guests of F. O.
Waits!
The Diligent Dame# were enter
trip to Bar Hartor, Seal Harbor and
The Ladies' Aid recently gave an H,lt and famllVROCKPORT
Mrs. R T. Sterling, son Robert and
Cadillac Mountain. At Seal Harbor tained at a fish chowder dinner
entertainment in the Orange hall and nieces
Misses
Elizabeth
and
Nancy.
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thursday by Mrs. Nettie Frost at Old
After an illness of several month's
all the children went ashore to at
of Peaks Island enjoyed a motor ride duraUon Qporgp w
Ernest Atwood, and on their trip Acres, St. Oeorge, the afternoon be
tend it.
Miss
Pearl
Bor
verson
left
this
'
ing
spent
in
sowing
for
Knox
Hospihome they were dinner guests of Mrs
WARREN
Cap? and Mrs C O. Dyer of Mon- early Thursday evening at the home
The Hibiscus has landed our coal,
Jennie Clement at the Triangle. Ells- i tai. which work the society has taken 1 morning for a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
and
now
to
get
it
across
the
Island
hegan
were calling on the Hilt family !<* «rsu Ada
An’e'bory H1'
up
for
thc
winter.
The
next
meeting
Walter
a.
Morrison
ln
Quincy.
worth.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore, and I ls the next thing.
Sunday The Dyers are having a va- I where he had resided since his health
will be on Friday, Oct. 20, with Miss
------Mrs Moore's daughter Theresa Hunt- I
began to fall. Obituary will appear
Mrs. Nancy Farrand Hall has re- tey, were guests Sunday of Mr. and I Thc Coast Ouard is building us a catlon
Mrs. John O. Snow entertained at Charlotte Buffum.
Leon Sterling of New York city and later.
new telephone line. We'll probably
------i turned from North Haven where she Mrs. Earl (illley in Augusta.
sewing Wednesday evening.
hi9 sister were guests Tuesday eveFuneral services for Edward CarleMr. ar.(J Mrs. Charles W Morton has been the guest of Mrs. Oeorge
have good service r.ow.
The F.and F. Club motored to I have been epending the week in Vinal-; Quinn, and is now with Mrs. Jenme
Martin entertained the
[ton, 72, whose body was tound tn the
We hope to read more Monhegan r.ing of the Sterlings.
tnv whore
n5 euests
C1.UD niur‘O‘»y afternoon, With
Mr and Mrs L. O. Goff were call- ! water near Vinalhaven last Monday,
Spruce Head Tuesday
where .a «hnre
shore > hnvrn
have n as
guests of
of Stunt
Supt. and
and Mrs
Mrs. Rnhhins
Robbins, Onrdv
Gurdy street
street,
11 members and four guests present. Items some time, They are very tn- ers at F. O. Hilt's Saturday.
after his disappearance several days
dinner was enjoyed; then went to the i E. A. Smalley, Mr. Morton being on
teresting to us.
Thp D
nA
a r state odvlsorv board 'A mos* amusin« program was put on,
F O Kilt and A W Hathom previous, were held at the Carleton
R. State advisory board
thp supervlslon Qf Mrg Rerbert
heme of Mrs. Lucius York. Pleasant a vacation from Swift & Co.'s. Mon-1 The
started on u few days' trip Thursday
lvate cemetery. Thursday at 11
street where the evening was spent day evening Mrs. Morton read "Zin- I meeting will be held in'Saco, Oct. 18. Waltz, which featured a reading by
Saddleback Ledgr
morning. They expect to see the a. m. with Rev. F. F. Fowle of ths
at bridge. Prizes went to Mrs. Fred garella, the Oypsey Flower Girl" be Make reservation for luncheon with Miss Beitha Storer, conundrums by
Rather quiet here at the Ledge now high lights ln Montreal, Toronto and Methodist Church officiating. Burial
Achorn, Mrs. Lillian McRae and Mrs. fore Marguerite Chapter OES. at its Mrs. C. L. Percy, 37 Beach street, Mrs. Nellie Recver of Waldoboro. Visitors all gor.e and not much mov- other cities in Canada
Saco, by Oct. 14. If overnight reser Music by Miss Hazel Bowers and ing. We are fishing a little, trying I As we write Oct. 5 It looks very was *n the family lot. Mr. Carleton
Edward Boody.
annual inspection.
vations are desired make same with
Mrs. Gladys Coffin of Waldoboro. to get our winter’s supply. Lobsters much like another storm. The waters was the oldest son of the late BenMrs. David Rubenstein went to Mrs. Alice Shields. Colonial Inn, Saco.
Mr and Mrs. R. E. Estes have re__
] The Jicxt meeting will be held Oct. arc scarce, and we have been trying are kicking up a wee bit and seem to iamin F and Amanda (Tibbetts!
turned from a three weeks' trip to St. ' Boston Thursday to spend the winter.
grow angry as noontime approaches, Carleton, and is survived by four
our luck putting up crab meat.
Stone schoolhouse
Lcuis and the World's Fair.
Mr. Rubenstein will join her early in Capt. and Mrs. A E. Rawley of 19 at
and d looks like rain.
j brothers and three sisters.
Mr.
Mathie
has
returned
to
the
Hampden
Highlands
were
in
the
city
M
,'
s
lce
or
?
n
and
UPcle
Jeruel
■ ■
' November.
* * * *
Mrs. Leona Salisbury entertained
light
and
Alamander
Alley
went
-to
LJ...
I
M
Hart
were
weekend
guests
of
Mrs
___
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy enter- (
------Perkin - Island
J two tables at bridge Friday afternoon.
his home in Jonesport for a few day6
Eldora
Oilman
at
Gardiner.
Mrs.
tained at a beefsteak fry and conMiss Hazelteen U. Watts enterWe are wondering If Virgie under-! Rev j g Pendleton, secretary of
with hts family.
tract Tuesday evening at their cot- ! tained Thursday night at a lobster Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of °''™n was formerly of Burkettville.
The
past
month
has
been
a
poor
stood
that it was the red rose bush the United Baptist Convention of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Wdliam
F
Overlook
tage at Crawford Lake, their guests , supper and cards at her cottage at Boston are making a briel visit at Mr.
j and it has blossomed for the third ! Maine, was a caller Thursday on Rev.
being Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson, Crescent Beach, her guests being the Simmons' former home In this city. are at their home in Warren, on va one for sun baths here.
q p Currier.
Hope Harry Smith likes his new ' time this year.
Mr. and Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton and teachers of the McLain School—Mrs. Mr. Simmons is with the United cation of two weeks from their duties ..........................
....
.......
I Cur daughter Ethel returned to thc
Rcv p p
was ln Camdtn
at
the
Farwell
Farm,
Orff's
Corner,
quarters
at
Two
Bush.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley of Lucy Lowe, Miss Jiabel Stover, Mrs. Fruit Co.
Waldoboro.
I
j
o
hn
“
Red
'
Phillips
visited
the
light
Light
Thursday,
but
has
been
Invited
Thursday
to
officiate
at the funeral
Union. Honors were won by Mrs. Maude Comins, Mrs. Harriet Lufkin.
------H. N Hilton entered Knox Hospital1 Oct 1. having dinner with us and t0,,rx,ten!1
n' “ we
'_ services of Elijah Grant, which were
Jameson, Mr. Orbeton and Mr Me- Miss Kathleen Haskell, Miss Kath-The D.A.R. bridge or contract party
looking over the light. He said he
,JC 'eavln6 u-s again soon for a htld at the home of his mother Mrs.
Kinley.
erine Veazie, Miss Jeannie Me- will be held Oct. 31, at 2.15. at Mrs. Wednesday for observation.
Mrs Alice Ccok. who has been ill thought it a poor place for a real short time
I Fred Haney on Virginia avenue. In
------Ccnchie, Miss Edna M. King, Mrs. Sheldon's home, 56 Masonic street.
Miss Virginia Oliver of Bath ar terment was at Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer were Ruth Wood, and Miss Frances Hodg- Refreshments and prizes. Reserva- the past few weeks, was recently the good flewer garden. I went off on rived here Thursday for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs Walker Chamberlain
in Portland Thursday.
don, with Mrs Eva Toner and Mrs. lions may be made with Mrs. H. P pleased recipient of a post card the eastern shore fishing with him
Mrs. Isaphene Stevens returned to have returned to Lexington. Mass ,
------(Elsa Constantine as special guests. Blcdgett, Mrs Walter Ladd, or Mrs shower from sister members oi the and had a small catch but a large
variety of ecd. pollock, cusk. hake, her home tn Lewiston last Saturday, after a visit with Theodore LaFolley
Sons of Union Veterans Auxiliary.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Retes have (
------,
George St. Clair.
Mrs. Clara Lermond. guest for two monkfish, skate, silver hake and dog- | Miss Virginia Oliver and our daugh- at his camp at Hobbs Pond.
returned to Long Island, N. Y.. after
Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E. is to have
------Red caught a halibut weigh- ter Ethel rewed to Popham Monday
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle motored
visiting Mr. and Mrs Charles Lewis.! a bridge party Wednesday evening at Mrs. H. H. Griffin of Brighton. weeks of her mother Mrs William fish
ln-g about 75 pounds, which brought and had a very enjoyable time,
to Fairfield Friday to attend the Au
Orient street, and other relatives at the home, with play to begin at 7.30. Mass., has been here this week, called Stickney and sister Mrs Helen Hilton, a 9x12 smile on hls countenance.
(
The
keeper
made
a
brief
call
at
gusta district meeting of the Metho
Clark Island.
( Mrs. Perley Damon
aschairman
is by the death of her sister, Mrs. Annie returned Wednesday to Beverly.
Marrtown the past week.
Mass., accompanied by Earl Maxey of
dist Association at which Bishop
------i being assisted
by Mrs. A. M.Moody. Thompson ol Spruce Head.
We hear plenty of mosquitos around Burns was speaker
Thomaston.
Ma’lnicus Rock
Members of the Universalist
------------Richard Butler, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. O. P Jackson and
Some time since I have written here and will surely appreciate It
Women's Society enjoyed a tea and
Mrs. Charles M Richardson was Miss B M. Darrell and H E Stover,
daughter Mrs. George Butler were ln
any lighthouse news. Have no apolo when they leave.
social get-together in the vestry hostess to the Corner Club at bridge of Portsmouth, N. H„ were recent Fred Butler, has been ill.
It is good to hear that Keeper H. I. Montville Thursday to attend the
At the next meeting of the Sons of gy :o make—Just put It off from time
Wednesday, with Mrs. RuthPalmer,' yesterday.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover.
president, incharge.
There
were '
------who now have as guests Mr. and Mrs. Union Veterans Auxiliary which falls to time. Sorry to learn of Keeper 'Hutchins of Boon Island Light, who funeral services for Mr. Jackson's
about 30 present. It was voted to
Mrs. Lloyd Jamieson and Mrs. Paul r a. Small and daughter Barbara of on Oct. 10, there will be election of Hutchinson's illness, and was glad to Is confined in the Marine Hospital at nephew. Fred Jackson, who was one
conduct a fair, to feature candy, Wallis motored to Portland yester- Newburgh, N. Y„ who arrived Wed- officers, and good attendance is de read that Keeper Bennett's mother Portland, is improving ln health, and of the victims of the triple shooting
of Manset Is improving.
| we all hope he will soon be able to affair in that town Tuesday night.
cooked food, aprons, a chicken pie , day, and on their return were accom- nesday to spend several weeks here, sired.
The installation of officers of
Mrs. Keene, who is visiting here, Join his family in the new home
The Sphinx Class of the Methodist
supper and an evening entertainment, (panied by Mrs. Jamieson's daughter.
Miss Mabel F. Lamb directed a pro- Miss Mary Stockbridge, home from The marriage ot Miss Ruth Marden. Cystic Rebekah Lodge- which is to wishes to thank Keeper and Mrs. BenSeptember has surely been a bad Sunday 8chool will hold Its monthly
gram which included piano solos by ! Gorham Normal School for the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell H I!*? semi-public, will_be held^ next, nett for their kind thoughts, sent month here and the signal used more meeting at the parsonage Monday
Marden of 32 Coolidge road West !Monday evening. District Deputy I th;ough the lighthouse news. Mrs. than the past two months altogether, , veiling
Miss Clemiec Biackington. vocal soles weekend.
Medford.
™Xr^f‘the
Just. Io,t her, h“Shand' and rome good weather will be great- [ Mrs Fred Priest entertained the
bv Miss Adelaide E. Cross and a
_ Mass.,. to John Whipple Rrcslden.t
™ of Brockton,
Hrrwiirtrm takes place thisi, boro
taU' E3®11 member of the capt.
Keene, ..has. received
members of the West Rockport Lapiano duo by Dorothy Sherman and -The Methebesec Club held its final ph
Fiioon
. ‘®
. l“...
. W R. ...
.
u more ly appreciated.
Frances Marsh.
.outing of the season Thursday at the !evening. The bride is a graduate of l°rd" U Prlv le8ed t0,invlle,°"e 8Ue®.' -ad nea's statln« that hCT bro,her
The frost has not appeared here dies' Aid Thursday. The time was
------St. Clair cottage. Ash Point with pic- Smith College. Among manv preThe Pr‘nclP^ feature of tha
Capt. William Parker of Winter Har- yet and we are enjoying flowers from devoted to sewing after which sand*- Prosperity Club had bridge Wed- nlc dinner, cards and sewing as fea- nuptial affajrs was a bridal dinner day e’“rclfes Sunday at the Baptis. bor has suffered a shock. Capt. the _garden, dahlias and ------roses, the
— wiches.
------ - cake _and cocoa were served
nesday evening at the home of Mrs. lures. The Club opens its season laJ; nigh, at tne Wlnchester country FhULch'oWa^
^^7 V**’
«ladlolus havln« 8°n<? b> lh“ Past by the hostess.
Ochea Sidensparkcr. Honors were Friday afternoon, Oct. 20. at the club Mlsg Marden's mother will be
ths Sunday
.A”
nJ?w? - ^iarbo? Week
The monthly business meeting of

MA BELLE
Beauty Shoppe

lactic

CaMuis

MEN

_.... M„.™
Ralph Lufkin.

sa

If you have Foreign Posters
you wish to preserve
It will pay you to have them
mounted at

GREGORY’S
Picture and Framing
Shop
406 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
Over Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254

WEST ROCKPORT

Mr. an<J Mrs. A. A. Clark attended
the funeral of Mrs. Clark's aunt. Mrs.
Stella Fiske, in DanvtrS eotta !sstl
Saturday, and only two weeks pre
viously they had been called to the
same town to a funeral of another
aunt. Miss Nora Fiske, a member of
the same household.
Mrs. Walter Whee’.cr entertained
the Tuesday Club this week, and
there were several members present
who are not privileged to attend
regularly. An invitation extended
by Mrs. Maurice Carroll to meet with
her next week was accepted.
Mr. and Mrs William Vinal of
Portland were recent guests of Mrs.
Emma V. Leach and on thetr return
were accompanied by Mrs. Vinal's
mother who had been spending two
weeks with Mrs. Leach
The Mission Circle met Thursday
afternoon with Mrs. Fred Priest.
The harvest supper held at Orange
hall last week netted a very satis
factory sum nothwithstandlng the
small attendance outside of the
members.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Shaw of Port
land are at Mrs. Oeneva Callamore's
while Mr. Ehaw is installing a new
fire whistle at Camden.
Miss Hazel Parker, Mrs. Fred
Parker and Oladys Parker motored
.0 Augusta Tuesday and returned
a-companicd by Miss Bernice Parker
who had
spending a few days In
that clt”
[ Mi?* Dorothy Nutt was home from
University of Maine over the weekend_
,
, D°nald Tolman is again working
for Leman Oxton after h*1"8 em‘
ployed elsewhere during the summer.
Mrs. Frank Lehtonen and daugh
ter Elaine of East Braintree, Mass ,
ass who have been visl’.'ng her mother
Mrv. Amanda Lundcn of this place
and Mr. and Mrs Chari-ss
rpturnedOardner
Jwmp

,o hfr homp
Bfl|h afu>r spcndlng inf#nt
has Ybturned
Mrs. Martha Koster nas
returnee !I Mrs. A. R. Havener was hostess to
f
meeting of tne season of acter building of the church school (.-continued and Capt Parker
from a week s visit with Mr. and Mrs. the Thursday Auction Club at dhmer (hp Con?regaXn7l Wom.n9 ^^
S ff^n^d^s
i part of the week here at the Light.
their home on South street, after a Her brother Harvey with whom they
H. N McDougall in Portland.
_ —— _ _ . _ .
clation ukes _Jace _e_, Wednesdav the child™ of the afferent dMjes
p;enty of fog here nowadays.
1 Clifton •*
------- —
Morong.
son of- -----Keeper and•1,stay of several weeks with her grand- motored there returned Wedn-'day
A desoatch from St. Bride s-Super- '“4°^ in Ihe ve^rv"”1 Wednesday held their exercises, which ‘"eluded
jjke
Mrs
Mrs. Morong of Popham Light, was a mother. Mrs. Matilda Erickson.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nash have
ay, Wales,
____
(songs, repetition o psamsa n
Keene, to hear from Keeper and Mrs caller Wednesday.
.
___
__________________
_______________
— ........
—. Mass., after
Mrs. Arthur H Pillsbury who re- i Ely.
Wales. dated Thursday said:
Mrs.__
Myra
Oiles who has been
em- returned to
Newton.
cently underwent a surgical operation Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh rams t) Mjss Enlma pinery has returned 1
„ reward for un- Purlngton of Ndsh Island. Capt. and
Cur daughter Ethel attended thc ployed at the home of Fred Wallace spending the mmnr.-r with Mrs
at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital | this vUlage today to
from the Chicago Fair.
ce ,, g^ attendance were Alfred Mrs Kerne were at onc Llme sta’ ‘°clal gathering at Phippsburg with ,(returned
returned this
this week
week to
to Corlnna
Corlnna Her
Her Nash's parents Mr a
and Mrs. O
in Boston is at the home of her Mrs. Aubrey Morgan and although
w„iu» Fitraheth Oxton and Eliza- tioned a’ith them <m Duck Island. ! a party of friends on Wednesday eve- , daughter. Miss Muriel Giles, a senior 1 aln® a"d »' ith them being emAt the meeting oi Edwin Libby Re- 1 ^Kenn^iT
mentton
Not miiimk
much kmo
here I/,
to writA
write ah-mt
about, hing.
"ing
brother. A. M. Lenfcst, in Reading. teL?nhr7?om^
- _^noror"y"
____ ____
«i—
Mnt
|a High School, is staying at the ployed during the biueberry picking
X" Pauline Young and Vlr- Hope all is well along the coast. Best
The keeper here is not blowing hts , home of Mr. and Mrs. Carleton season
_____
Mass. Her daughter. Miss Ruth D. waTwieved^c arrived <h£«ly after- llef CorP-’TWsday a vote of thanks
Pillsbury, who was with her has re wards' to join he- It was expected was exttnded al1 ’ho contributeo lo .
w
,or their n^t of memory regards to everyone.
horn In regards to size, nor quantity Porter.
turned to Thomaston.
he-“ the American couple would re- thc success of the reception given in
,hJ pa5t
months Rev HowLet's hear from some of the add.- of potatoes.
Miss Barbara Richardson, daughTo be able to accept criticism in a
turn to the United States by ship in honor °f Mrs- Mlll>e Thomas, State ard A‘ Welch spoke briefly and the ——----------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------- ter of Mrs. Ralph Blakeley, enter- generous and magnanimous spirit and
fot
sewing
The T.&E. Club met
president Members of the corps are
Draver was led by Chester ning ajcQ
saw puzzles and singing.' of Warren and Miss Irene Young ol laincd with solo dance numbers at to act on it after fair and candid conWednesday with Mrs. Harry H. I a we-?k or two with Mrs. Morgan. asknri
a—... hall
u«n ! - B The
_ list
.. . of children promot- I A. clever
.
.
..
»for the table Thomaston.
------- .—
. this week's meeting of the Woman's rlderation Is one mark of a Christian
asked tzi
to mopt
meet o»
at eiroi.a
Graud Army
decoration
I
who
has
been
111.
Neighbors
of
Mrs.
Brown.
gentleman—James Thayer Addison.
ProtI1 the cradle roll to the be- centerpiece were clothespin dolls
Frcn^ the gardens of Mrs Nettie Club in Warren.
Morgan in this little village near next Thursday afternoon lo form a
Society
Vinal
came
the
flowers,
mostly
I
Meeting
of
the
Johi/ion
sewing
circle.
,
ginners,
Joyce
Butler;
beginners
to
made
to
represent
foreign
children
Cardiff
reported
she
was
going
to
Mrs Alan L. Bird plans to resume
„
Drimarv class. Faye Martin. Ethel. Another of these parties will be given dahlias which decorated the hall very
be bP!d Ijfediiesdaj evening. service with Curtis Saulsbury, noted
her contract tournaments next week. California for her health.”
Mrs. H H. Stover entered Knox
Vernon Ranquist. Mary Farris. in a few weeks, the date and place prettily ln their brilliant fall color- 1 place to be announced later
for ladies on Thursday afternoon and
Negro tenor, as a special feature .
MrsLillian rarreu
Farrell or
of uosiou
Boston is
Hospital
this morning for a tonsil Merrtii ptsk. Edrle Young; primary' lo be announced later, and proceeds ings wdtli the added brightness of
.
.1 _ .
avapiho
Tl-insp
Mrs Liiuian
n----,
• • • .
Methodist. Rev Forrest F Fowle:
for gentlcmcnPriday ievc'i a«. Siting
.uin. her
v,a- cousin
aa.mhp Mrs.
u-. Minnie
MinniA : operation,
oneratinn
juniors. Elizabeth Kennlston. to benefit the Congregational ladies' red berries and the colored maple ;
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The Woman's Educational Club Phliip Simmons. Theresa Huntley.
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bang formation upon the stage, and Sunday School at 10 a m service i"g worship at 11. with sermon by the
Mr. and Mrs. L A. Thurston had as i met Monday at thc home of Mrs. Lena 1 juniors to intermediate. Elizabeth
The Hill and Dale Club had its first
.1 fitting background for the bright 0( worship at 11; sermon subject pastor, subject, "Autumn leaves;" at
Present Fine Program
guest Thursday Mrs. Thurston's Merrill, Rankin street and were re t Oxton. Constance Jenkins, Dorothy
faces of the young people who took .^0 Mes?ages of Dr.
meeting of the season Thursday aft
Stanley 6 o'clock thc young people's devouncle, Granville Poole, of Camden, as ceived in her usual pleasant manner, Lane. Alfred Wyllie, Norman Cogan
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------- ----------------an observance of his 75th birthday. \ A social afternoon was followed by i All singing was accompanied by Mrs. the young people at the October
Members of the club and the com- music by men's chorus: B.Y.P.U. at held; at 7 the pastor will preach the
------a picnic supper. Mrs. E. C. Moran. Louie Drewett.
Mrs. Carl E. Freeman was hostess
meeting of the Woman's Club Tues mittee feel very much indebted to j 5 o'clock, ML«s Ruth Orbeton leadtr third sermon tn a series'on "The
On the society page of the Boston wife of Representative Moran, and a
John Fullerton has returned from day evening under the supervision of the young people of Warren for glv- |iubject, “What should the present Cull- of Christ:" Wednesday afterto the W I N. Club Thursday evening
with Miss Hazel Marshall. Mrs. Lester, American Tuesday appeared this member of the Club, gave an Infor;°"ks vtelt with hls daughter Mrs
Nettie Vinal and Mrs. Louie Ing of their talent that evening, and day church be doing?" evening serv- "oon the ladies' Aid will meet at the
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supplemented by Thomaston and town, pupils of the Ellae Allen Corner day session of Ladies' Circle Wed- churches will hold a union service at
Rockport talent. The numbers which School of the Dance in Thomaston,
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Baraca Class meets Wednesday ning at. the Copley-Plaza at a formal been appointed minister te Denmark WA
large bull moose seen Thursday were announced most humorously by who gave of their time and accom nesday; Thursday evening, union the Baptist Church.
evening at the Methodist vestry for dinner party In honor of her sister, |(the ftrst woman ,0 ho]d JUch
plishments so willingly for the enjoy
private fife near the home of Oeorge Martin, and Roger Teague were:
business and a social hour. Refresh M ss Madeline Rube^tein. who is Uon, Francps Pp
which is apparently staying in the Piano trios, "Dancing and singing," ment of all who attended. Follow
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ANN HARDING
Thursday at Windsor, Mrs. Mar
^jr and Mrs. William Morrison and
guerite MacAlman. Miss Helen Fuller the sophomore class at Emerson Col- much better looking than her pic- Mawell of Harwichport. Mass. who Thomaston; piano solo, "The Harp,
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the
story of a
lege and her sister, this evening's tures represent. Mrs. Moran also wire enroute to Truro. Nova Scotia Marlon Wallace; Rhythm Tap. Bar- aaughters Eleanor and Maxine of
and Mrs. Josephine Perry.
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hostess, is an interior decorator."
spoke of social customs changing with ,
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bara Richardson of Rockport, in cos- j Presque Isle have recently been
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the trend of the times.
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iume; piano solos, Teddy Bear's . guests oi Mrs. Morrison's mother Mrs
band's love.
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The “Pin Party" Thursday after- Waltz, and March of the Toy Soldiers, Flora Smith.
Society, held its first meeting of
at
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having
undergone
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the season Thursday at the apart
noon and evening at the home of Beverly Cogan; Tap Dance in cos- I The Methodist Ladies' Aid met last
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ments of Mrs. Beulah Allen. With an operation for acute appendicitis
Mrs. Anna Starrett was a decided tume, Alfred Chapman of Thomas-1 week at the home of Mrs. Judson
Do
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how
to
be
saucy?
“Drama" as its study this year the Tuesday night.
________________
! success. 32 attending, and the pro- ton; eongs, "Down on Smiley's Farm,' (Smith.
Pert
and uppish and_____
rude?
Club had as its opening subject
TUESDAY
When Frank Gregory finished his Do you know how to sulk and pout and coeds were turned over to thc ladies' and "The Barnyard," by the milk j Mr and Mrs. Eldcn Colbath are re- I
"Dramatic Art and The Character rounds the other day and returned to And onr0peoPle’s rights Intrude?
circle of the Congregational Church maids, Joan Smith. Elizabeth Ken- cciving congratulations on the birth
Kept Broadway in hysterics for a
of Greek Drama," with Mrs. Allen as his home for supper he discovered
Mrs. Starrett, always an enter- nistofl, Phyllis Smith. Theresa Hunt- of a son Monday at Knox Hospital,
whole hilarious year .
Now fun
leader.
Assigned
topics
were: it was his birthday. A bountiful ^dy?n.ekwuh J.Un‘ i^hand^
| ‘ai'iing hostess, amused her guests in ley, Gloria Haskell, and Beverly (Rockland.
nier than ever on the screen!
“Drama as a Subject for Study and supper was enjoyed from tables in And have no pity for tho poor and weak 1 a novel way, as the name oi tne party Cogan; piano solo. "Tam o' Shanter," i The dance In Red Men's hall Mon- i
Development.” Mrs. Ruth Elling- the attractive dining room, with But only the best demand?
suggested. Each one attended had Katheryn Peabody; vocal duet, "Noc- (day evening was well attended. Music
wood; "Outgrowth of Greek Tragedy,” original place cards, bearing pictures
Then, though you are wise In your own brought a collection of pins, and tuine, Verna and Avard Robinson; (was furnished by thc Swan's Island
Mrs. Helena Faies;" "Great Names of which resembled the persons for
prizes for the best collections were Russian Dance, in costume. Barbara Boys' Orchestra. Refreshments were
conceit.
with
Greek Tragedy,” Mrs. Suella Shel whom they were intended. The sup You yet have a lot to learn;
awarded, Mrs. Nettie Jameson who Richardson of Rockport; vocal solo, (served by Mrs. Lilia Moulden.
I
may
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but
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JOAN BLONDEL
Mrs., Sadie Leach; “Play Producing jellies, pickles, American Chop suey, I you have'no education at all.
vet receiving the first, Mrs. Evelyn costume. Barbara Richardson; piano,making preparations to move to the
NiaOJ, 3A3IA1N11D
in Creece," Mrs. Carrie Palmer. A cakes ard pies, was supplemented
Rcbinson
second,
and
Mrs.
Nellie
solo. “Slavish Dance," Winona Rob- | mainland. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
WAKKEN WILLIAM
you know Just how to be kind
general discussion closed the inter by a birthday cake. Frank was Do
Wellington third Lunch consisting Inson; soprano solo, "Marianma." Sinclair will accompany them
And smile on the poor and weak?
Shows
Now
showered wit.'r usual gifts. Among Be gentle and understanding
esting meeting.
of iebster newburg, olives, coffee, Miss Edith Frencn; violin solos, Shu- i Mrs. Isaac Stinson is visiting her
2.UU
Playing
those present besides the Gregorys And humbly for wisdom seek?
pineapple sponge, angel cake and berts Serenade, and Dirigo's Sere- Ison and daughter Mr. and Mrs. Basil
6.30, 8.30
‘ “Flaming
Football Sunday. Rockland Shells rvere Rev. and Mrs. Perrv. Mr. and Do you know how to give alms to thc cockles was served, Mrs. Laura Star
nade, Miss Beatrice Haskell; 42nd I Stinson ilpBooklatidf
Cont. Sat.
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vs. Westbrook Blue Weavers. Admis- | Mrs. Clarence Dorman. Mr. and Mrs.
poor
rett and Mrs. Flora McKellar assist Street Tap, Alfred Chapman in cos- ( Congratulations., are extended to
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with Bill Boyd
sion 35 cents. Ladies free ryhen with , Harry Chased R?v. and Mrs. Howard From your slender stock of wealth,
ing the hostess tn the kitchen, and tume; tenor solos, “The Sunshine of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Staples on the
And love mankind ln Charity,
escorts.—adv.
' Welch, Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Barter. In
sickness as ln health?
Misses Pauline Starrett. Christine Your Smile ' "When Irish Eyes are ! birth of a son, at Tremont.
-----------------( Mrs. Earl Chaples and Mrs. Hattie
____________
Then, though you make no claims to Brown and Marjorie Spear as wait Smiling," Roger Teague; piano solos,
Can arrange all expense trips from Lordknowledge.
resses. Stunts featured the chief Second Mazurka and encore. Miss what merchants belong to the
$50 up to Century of Progress Expo
And are dull In wit and lore.
the most words out of pinnacle, and •Pr±efbSvrutt:'. fina‘e' fchOrUS’ ™A? Watch for the directory, soon
Why drive a dirty car when you
that you are the salt of the
sition by rail, bus or boat. Maurice can have it washed for 99 cents at I'll say
to guess the number of pins which Down the Valley.’
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i
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earth
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were
Misses , to appear ln llie Courier-Gazette,
F. Lovejoy, office telephone 1060-J; Fireproof Garage day or night.
And have wisdom and knowledge galore. had been put into a glass vial. A
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Mary Gushee Ames.
116-118
residence telephone 90-M.
114tf
'spelling bee was enjoyed in thc eve- Pauline Starrett, Marguerite Haskell'
120-1224(126-128
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“DOUBLE HARNESS”

“GOODBYE AGAIN”
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“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”
Lynn Range OH Burners Are Outstanding 1
Through Sheer Merit Ask for Demonstration. "J seURange
Burners of All Prices Furnace Burners. Parts and Accessories.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

MONUMENTS «-S-tf
S3 Pleasant St. Rockland Tel. 911M

ANDREW REKILA

FIRST CLASS

Boot and Shoe Repairing

AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTERS TRANSFER

Neatly Done
320 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

TEL. 730

503 MAIN ST.

TRUCKING SERVICE

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

NEWBERT’S
restaurant
LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
PRICES REASONABLE
GOOD COFFEE

LOBSTERS

■»> BLOW-OUT PROTECTION FREE

E. E. STUDLEY, HARDWARE

$1000.00 IN CASH PRIZES

PENTTILA’S

ECONOMY PAINT AND BRUSH WEEK, OCT. 7 TO 11

When Taken
Fresh From the

The smrk of Goodrich enxineertrtsult^ in a re^lrtble invemjon.
cu.u>n Plv_ which bv actual teat, makes you three time- fairr
Dorn MoXu rt Sigh .‘peetto. For the Golden

NEW YORK’S

: : at : :

MA

FEYLER’S

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERYROCKLAND,
SERVICE
ME.

W

TILLsON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1191

VULCANIZING

Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor
Coverings

X
,
We Aim To Please
ANASTASIO BROS.
Over 5c and 10c Store

E. A. AMES

JOHN B. ROBINSON
CHISHOLM BLOCK,

Telephone 14

Established 1863

Chic Sport Sweaters for Men and
Boys—Conservative yet Smart

Parlor Suites and Studio Couches

n

ROCKLAND

SPtCIALTHlSWEEK
McKESSON’S

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Milk of Magnesia

STORE AND YARD. 451 TO 455 MAIN STREET

Tooth Paste

MILL, 18 TO 21 TILLSON AVENUE

Manufacturers say prices will advance when the Code
goes on Lumber and other Building Materials

Buy Now and Save Money

2

Large 25c
Tubes, for

33‘

McCarty’s Drug Store
606 MAIN ST., RASKIN BLOCK

* DON’T

A. D. DAVIS S SON

VERY

• latest

DRIVE ON

MORTICIANS

STYLES
Now On Display
Men’s and Ladies’ Hats

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR
SERVICE

83 Main Street
Thomaston, Me.

A $2.50 4-inch Brush FREE with 6 gals or over of Bay State Paint

BUY YOUR
SEA FOODS

attacks blowouts before they get a rtart. For you. «^ban
of blowouts—vet Goodrich Silvertowns with the life saver come
Ply cost no morr than ordinary standard tires-not one penny more.

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

FEYLERS
SEA FOOD MARKET

are best

Amazing Invention Makes Safest Tire Ever
-----Built” 3 Times Safer At High Speeds!

59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERICK SQUARE,
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES

is of wrought iron finished and
Few towns or cities of New Eng
glazed in bronze. The grille work
land can compare with 1 homaston
of counter screen is backed with ,
For Week of Oct 9
in the general excellence and com
munity satisfaction in the local magnalite glass. Above the grille
FISH STICKS, pound,
H*to the cornice of screen, quarter-inch
CLAMS, pint,
15f
hanking situation. Since its open
I5e
ing back in the distant past of 1825 polished plate glass has been used. ' CLAMS, half peek,
FREE DELIVERY ALL DAY
The deal plates for wicket openings
the Thomaston National Bank, old
in
the
screen
are
of
black
Carrarra
j
est hanking institution in Knox
County, has had a record of consist glass with a honed finish.
The check desks for customers in
ent honorable service and unques
the public space are of walnut w ith .
Established 1825
tionable integrity. During the un
Thomaston
pigeon holes for blank checks, de i Water St.,
precedented bank crisis of last
posit slips, etc., for the use of cus
Tel. 117
spring the faith of Thomaston folk
tomers. The tops of these desks
never wavered in their bank. Presi
are of inch thick polished plate
Lady Rosslyn
dent Elliot and his officers and di
glass. The desks are lighted with
Facials
rectors made themselves available
blonze reflectors, mounted on glass
A
Specialty
to depositors at all times and kept
the group fully informed on all tOpS.
. , •
COLONIAL
1'he working counter in back of
BEAUTY SHOE
developments.
Tel. 133
This faith was amply supported the screen is covered with battleship
linoleum. This counter is lighted
by the exceptionally fine manner in
Get your Puzzle and Entry Blank for the Jig-Saw Puzzle
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING
Limeriek Contest

SPECIALS

Oil BURNERS.

SIMON K. HART

Splendid Record—It Has a Modern Home

.. . ___ i__ ... IntorMflnff historic b
Sharing honors with Searsport as Maine s most beautiful to ,
coq1
arched streets set Thomasto enhance Its present charm. Stately homes set well backJrom
Manfion. museum of rare historical
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here is found the famous 1Knox 1’raWe ^ts of Revolutionary
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driv.ng d‘^"c' j?
aspect including within It* cor--------------- too
dern Thomaston presents an active
Business
and colonial significance.
Too.. m0
modern
*cuveousin«
_
___
—
.
,,
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.U.
V
n„.»lnnd
C
Amp
nt
Co.
porate limits the great 14,000.000 null of the Lawrence Portland Cement co.

______
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Oldest Banking Institution In Knox County Has Made

Ctnu*l

A

THOMASTON

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL’S STORY

105 MAIN ST..
1 which the institution came through
the ordeal. Under Federal d.rection the bank in common with
others was carefully examined and
and”'., i Xd ,h.« ,h, „ld M
was kept intact with only a reor-

with
h eated under walnut shelf above at
the base of counter gnl e.
this working counter top there ar
d,a.kw
knee spaces for the use of clerks,

ganization of its capital structure.
The floors of
It was a remarkable and most grati- chine room. S°nferenC'
fvine condition reported bv stock coupon booths are uner
taid
even hand .!«•; hauteW

,h, pan .d depone. and a nnnee- =

rS° oraST™
president of the Thomaston

NaHonal at the time of its merger with ’

Located in Thomaston, Me.
MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
LICENSE

*«“’**

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.

Lady Attendant

THOMASTON
“MARK EVERY GRAVE”

COLDS are SERIOUS

THE LAST GIFT—A MEMORIAL

They may lead to complications.

The history of one’s family written in the

Why take chances when you can

’uith

» Hicer, £»

»»
•> »i*
cemented in place.

SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY

get Immediate relief by using

permanence of stone

Brackett’s Cold Tablets

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

W. H. BRACKETT
Reg. Ph.

EAST UNION. ME.

THOMASTON, ME.

Phone 13-31

GRANITE AND MARBLE
THOMASTON. ME.
Phone 185-4

The directors room, which is lo

th, Georges National in September, cited at the rear
1931. He has associated with him j department, has a finished floor of

A

ST. GEORGE

>

Frank D Elliot as executive vice,oak.
e
president R. E. Dunn as vice presi-1 The safe deposit vault is ot reinL. S. Levensaller as cashier forced concrete with floors, wall.
Rich In tradition and charming old day folk lore to St. George, most historic of Knox Count/s towns.
dent,
Every foot of Its fertile fields or rugged shore is hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
and roof 18 inches thick, reinforced
and Charles M. Starrett, assistant
or humor In days long passed. The present day St. George, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
Trade Them In For New
with railroad iron.
I he interior
1 / WnnFK Iff C.QS1
cashier. The directors include R.
about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far in population than a half century ago to rich In natural
of vault is lined with half-inch thick
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estate*.
O.
and
F.
D.
Elliot.
R.
E.
Dunn,
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
steel plates, the floor plates being
This high quality Tire costs no more than other makes.
Levi
Seavev,
Elmus
E.
Morse
and
served the families of Knox County
covered with rubber tile. The in
Come in and see them today
Henrv McDonald.
LADY ATTENDANT
J. B. Garnet is now in charge ol our repair department, specializing
terior of this vault has two com
LET ME
The
new
set-up
of
the
capital
Day Telephone 450—781-1
in Ignition and Carburetor troubles
partments separated with polished
Handle Your
structure under the reorganization
Without a bluff we are working un
Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
BURPEE’S
of June 23, 1933 shows capital, steel grills with grille door.
der the BLUE EAGLE
ROCKLAND. ME.
CAMDEN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 664-»
The smaller compartment con
$100,000; surplus $25,000; pre
If you use FUEL OIL you can de
tains the 300 hank security boxes.
The Modem Way
ferred stock, $50,000. (an emer
The larger compartment is equipped
pend on us to have SHELL in your
gency issue to he retired as xion as
with nests of polished steel safe de
Dodge
and
Plymouth
Cars
SHINE
TWO
POOL
barrel at all times.
possible) and undivided profits,
00 OUU MUIV
posit boxes for the use of the bank s
USED CARS OF ALL KINDS
$15,512. Since June 23 there ha*
SHINE PARLORS
I hese compartments
WHOLESALE
been a decided growth and upward customers.
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
are separated from the safe deposit
CONFECTIONERY
trend reflecting depositor optimism
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed
CAMDEN, MAINE
lobby with a polished steel grille day
in the bank and the future. Com
TEL. 8007
TeL
1243
gate’ and a 12-inch solid steel
Sole
Shell
Distributors Knox County
STEVE ALEX
mercial deposits have more than
TENANTS HARBOR, ME.
Mosier Safe Co.’s door, this door
doubled and with savings reach a
being visible at all times from the
total of $1,037,688.
SELECT YOUR
front of the bank.
This entire itself in its present splendid condi- and W. G. Washburn with Richard OPPORTUNITY KNOCK..
SERVE BEGGS’
A new branch is the trust depart
vault and door are electrically pro tion. Among the men who have O. Elliot as the present incumbent. I
------ment with Frank I). Elliot as 1 rust
PIES
tected and connected with vault
E. E. Studley of Thomastoi
served as president arc John Barn
Officer. The bank is empowered
When you put on your clothes,
alarm over front of hank.
CAKES
Offers Limerick-Jig Sat
ard, Oliver —
Robinson,
Wil remember the labor of the weaver;
to act as executor, administrator,
........ . . Capt.
- .
The old vault, which has success liam Singer, Capt. Joshua Jordan, wpen y0U Pat your daily bread, think
guardian
etc.
Much
use
is
twund
DOUGHNUTS
Puzzle Contest
fully withstood the assaults of time, Christopher Prince, • Capt. Edw. of the hardships of the husbandman.
! for this department by persons who
FIG SQUARES
and in which have been stored cash Robinson, Charles H. Washburn ' -Chinese Proverb.
have been named as executors of
442 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Next week looms large with o|
which would make a princely for
“Good To the Last Crumb"
'wills or appointed administrators of
portunity
for Thomaston folk wil
tune even in these days of dazzling
estates and who are too busv
a chance to participate in the $10C
PHILCO, MAJESTIC, CROSLEY
figures, has not been demolished,
to attend to details of the work inbut will be used as a storeroom and
ETC.
limerick jig-saw puzzle staged thi
For a small fee this work
volved. ___
for such extra uses as the future
Large Assortment
I
E. E. Studley as representative
is
attended
to
with
most
painstak

716 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
may give rise to. The vault is a
the Bay State Paint Co.
The
ing care and responsibility.
good one, but when it was installed
The Thomaston National con
prizes are $250; $100; $75; $5'
the owners of the bank, wise in
ducts a complete banking service—
$25 and 100 prizes of $5 each.
their day and generation, did not
savings accounts, checking accounts,
In order-to participate in tl
foresee how nearly obsolete it would
discounting, collection department,
great contest which runs Oct. 7
become in the period when the bank
American Express trvellers’ checks
14, one goes to Mr. Studley’s sto
■raw c« ....u.
had assumed the importance of a
and Christmas Club. Its Safety De
secures a jig-saw puzzle and th
city institution.
ifttTSSwSS.
«■»
»d
marl..
«»
t»«*
.. U»,
posit boxes, giving complete pro
Looking Backward
puts it together. 'The next step
tection against fire, theft and disas
to study this completed puzzle a
The story of The Thomaston
ter are available at as low as $3
get suggestions from it for the 1
National Bank begins back in 1825
annuallyy.
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
when
the
institution
was
opened
in
lines of this limerick
The Bank's Fine Home
WAVING *
an ancient granite building which
The present banking rooms arc
The poor little pigs of Sing Lee
MILLINERY, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S FURNISHING
stood on the site of the present
equipped in the most up-to-date
Were burnt to a crisp, but, said
34
MAIN
STREET,
CAMDEN,
ME.
CAMDEN, ME.
manner, being finished in American quarters.
It was torn down to make way
Without even a fork
walnut with walnut panelled dados
A Prescription Drug Store
for the brick block erected by Capt.
Strout Insurance Agency
throughout the main banking room,
CAMDEN
Charles Stimpson in 1874. The
J. Walter Strout Alfred M- Strout
for over 65 years
conference room, directors’ room,
Thomaston National Bank owned
ADVERTISERS...
Insurance In all its branches
officers’ space and safe deposit de
An Old Pharmacy
Mr. Studley invites the puhlii
and still owns two-thirds of the
Probate
Bonds
Notary
Public
Take Advantage of This New
partment.
With Young and Modern Ideas
inspect the interesting window
structure, the remaining third now
Vinal Building Phone 158
Classified Display
The plaster walls above the dado
For years recognized as the highest quality footwear.
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.
“Where Old Meets Young”
has installed in honor of t.iis g
being the property of Elbridge K.
Read the Center of This Page
in these rooms are painted in two
Economy Paint and Brush W
Winchenhach, and occupied by the
These prices are far below their replacement values.
_________ __ _____
tones and finished in colors that
A visit *nt0
store ^ears out
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Widths
to
fit
your
feet
When a woman motorist was called i pleasingly blend with the furnish
promise of the window wl
The bank has been particularly
A California mother was w&y «S '
^ydu at-home "P
Y ’ upon to stop, she
asked 1Indignantly,
anji hangings,
-v. - nchad
r» H f am an tl V ' ings
•
many remarkable bargains mat
jy all
au right, "What do you want with me?
me._____
offjcers' rajlt counter front fortunate in having existed all of
visit. The father who
---- was,
. .
..q,,, Hart it'ss Derfect
Derfectly
daily until five, discovered that their
B“‘ d d'for jt.. was' the reply.
“You were traveling at 40 miles an
obtained. A $2.50 four-inch p
these years without suffering losses
and
dado
in
the
public
space
are
of
two boys had not eaten lunch a the | we
helped 'em wash the hour." answered the officer,
brush will be given free next v
from fire or burglars. The wisdom
432 MAIN STREET
NEXT TO PERRY S MARKET
house for several days. On question- A ter lunch we ne pe
._Forty mlles an hour? Why. I rose tavernelle marble with black
I with every six-gallon house jo
and energy of the men who have
said
the
ing them he learned that they had dishes.____________
haven't been out an hour,
and gold base.
“A Good Place To Buy Good Shoes
handled the destinies of this bank
I adv.
their mid-day meal at the lunchroom
Educatlon u more than getting . woman
The grille work around safe de
officer.
through
the
decades
past
speaks
for
"Go
ahead."
said
the,
for the unemployed.
a livinK-, it is preparing
posit department and counter screen
"That's a new one on me."
UtSXt^ i^.,llayden S IVarson.
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HENRY K. ALLEN

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

NEW RADIO

House-Sherman, Inc.

Beggs’ Home Cooking

&

CAMDEN
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BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN

MEN’
FOOTWEAR
PACKARD SHOES

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

